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Dedication

his book is dedicated not only
to our brothers and sisters who are disabled but also to all groups of
peOple in our world who are being oppressed and kept poor by our
insensitivity, our prejudices and our selfishness. If we can allow
ourselves to be truly within communion with our oppressed, our
poor, and our disabled sisters and brothers, we will be touched and

,hopefully transformed by their simplicity, trust, and uncomplicated
caring. Is this transformation not our greatest need in today's corn -'
petitive, and self-destructing world? \

Suzanne Hall
May, 1982
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"b't us be witnesses to the truth
that then' can be no seer rate Church

for &tilled penile. ,

"hitt du; Christian Community," by Suzanne Ii. 1lall, SNDileN

Into the C
mmtmity

Suzanne E. Hall, SNDdeN

his is a book about people
people who are waiting to be accepted fully into our human (Corti-
munity. It is a book about people itAho have been perceived 4s dif
ferent from the rest of us; people who have been labeled handicap-

' ped, mentally retarded, sjck, or afflicted, and who havethus been
kept separated from us, segregated behirid institutional:: walls, or
kept at a distance by means of our attitudes and psychological de-
fenses. And, finally, it is a book about why and hoW thesepeople
should be included in our religious educational activities, and inte-
grated into our phristian communities.

In their recent work for the Carnegie Council on Children entitled
The Unexpected Minority,' Gliedman and Roth liken the plight (If
disabled.persons in our society to that of black persons before the
civil rights movement of the 1960's. Because of attitudes and pre-
judices, black persons were denied access, to educational, social,
and religious activities with the rest of society. To this day, our-de-

I.... velopmeatally disabled brothers and sisters are beinglenied such
access because of our attitudes and prejudices about "disability."

The authors discuss handicap as a social construct, i.e., as a socie-
ty we have learned to think of and respond,to disabled persons in
certain ways and to limit our expectations of their abilities to per-
form both socially and professionally. We have learned to perceive
disabled persons within the frameworkUf a medical model. Thus,
our immediate reaaion upon seeing a disabled person is to feel pity,
revulsion, or fear while at the same fime expecting Oat persdn to
remain apart from us because, after all, she or he is sick, different,'
not whole. . '..

. 8
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INTO THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
1

Thechuan and Roth invite us to reflect for a moment on our reac-

e
ti us to an approaching stranger who is limping down the street. Do

t .feel fear, pity, or possibly even pretend we don't seethe persop?
As the stranger comes close we SQC that the'affected leg is in a ca'st
and the stranger is wearing. a jacket with a ski club insignia on it.
Hdw differently do we feel ikbout the person after learning that the
diasability is only temporary and due to a skiing accident? Do our
feelings change significantly? Do we feel a sense of relief? Our initial

. feelings abouLthe stranger were the result of how society has inter-
preted the value of disabled persons. Our societal miliclset has been
that disabled perspns are a bit less than fully human and therefore
should be segregated from us. This minclset with all its legal, social,

and personal implications reprpsent's the greatest handicap for
disabled persons. A person with a disability becomes a handicapped
person when.he or ,she is faced with society's intolerance for "dif-
ferences" and for physical or ment4imperfections. It is society's
response, then, that creates a handicapped person; it is society's
negative,minclset and level of expectation that handicap a disabled

person. '
Therefeire, it is these deeply ingrained learnings, this social con-

struct that we must attempt to change to achieve the ultimate goal
of integrating disabled persons into'our societal life and into our,
Christian communities. This goal is synonymous with accepting

)
disabled persons as just, thatpersons villa-happen to have a dis-

ability. This acceptance4ill mark a significant change in otir per-

'N'ireption of and our consequent handicapping of this segment of our
society. If .we truly believe in the innate dignity and value of every,
huinan 6eing,.and if we expect to be credible proponents'of a holis-

t tic pro -life effort, then .we, as members of the Christian faith com-
munity should be at the forefront of this movement to integrate dis-

abled persons into our Church's life.
In their. Pastoral Statement on Handicapped People, the United

States Bishops made,* following statement: ,
0-,

;
We call upon people of good will to reexamine their attitudes
towards their handic4ed brothers and sisters and promote
their well-being, acting with the sense of juStioe and the
compassion that the Lord so clearly desires. Further, realiz-
ing the unique gifts handicapped individuals have to offer the
Church, we wish to address the.need for their fuller-inte-
gration into the Christian community'and their fuller partici-

I

pation in its life. 9
,
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INTO THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
V

.
Christian community, by its very definition, impliet inclusion,

caring, support, and non-se,gregatitn. The context of our Church
lifeour parish lifeis the obvio aturalatural setting, with in which to
witness true Christian cOmmuni y, i.e., caring and support for all
regafdless cf abilities,"race, or s ioeconomic status. Historically,
we as Church have made strides in terms of integrating facial mi-
norities; howeVer, we havt not made much progress in the effort to .

include disabled persons in all facets' of 'our Church's life. AA as
Church cannot continue 'either to ignort or to Segregate 'disabled
persons. .

.Our challerige is to include disabled persons in our religious
education programs and to integrate them into all facets of our par-
ishlife. Hopefully, after reading this book, you will be convinced of
the theological imperative to do so, and also, will be awareof some
practical ways to begin. Our ultimate, goal should be total Integra-
tion 6f disabled persons into all activities which comprise ourparish
life. How#Vet, because of the reality of society's present attitudes
and prejudices, the first' step may be simply to stop-denying the ex-

istence of disabled persons in the parish andbegintenie special pro- ,

grams for them. The following chapters in this book will assist in
doing this. For, tjaose who are already offering some special pro-
grams, the next 4tep may be to begin integrating some disabled per-
sons into the regular religion classes and also into the normal,
everyday activities of the mrish. The concepts and practices set.
forth in this book may be used or dapted for this purpose. `

In the final analysis, the question is, :To we have the courageand
the commitment to stop handica mg persons whoroomprise a sig-
nificant segment of our Church's pulation, and begin relating to
them as our sisters and brothers ho happen to have a disability?"
Changing deep-seated attitudes i along and arduous process, Our
bishops have spoken the words of integration and full participation
in community. Let us now give both ourselves and our children the
opportunities to do the ju$!ice inherent in these words. Let us be
witnesses to the truth that there can be ho separate Church for dis-
abled people.

Suzanne E. Hall, SNDdeN, is Executive Directer of the Special

Education Department of the.1\10EA. She previously served succes-
sively as teacher, psychologist, and director at the Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy

Institutekin Washington, D.C.
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I rhell lee ave/aced with a disabled person, mare shown the
hiolde frontiers of human e.ViStenee, and we an i/wIted

qPplVeldl this mysiely with orsped mod Ince,"
oocumvig of the I luIv Set. tor the International Yrar fit oksablvd 1111 as
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Disabled Persons as Our
. Sisters and Brothers in
the Christian Comnitunity

Sheila Haskell, OSF

N

t N

4 \ esus proclaimed his mission as
Saviqr by announcing his concern for and service to persons with
handicapping cpnditions. At that period of human history when
Jesus walked among us, the terms "mentally retarded" or
"developmentally \disabled" had not yet been coined,) but even
'lunch earlier than this the conditiou.was recognized, and those'who

had it were frequently.ridiculed, even cruelly mistreated. ,

Still today these pe'rsons are, typically ignored and exOuded from
the life of the Church. There are probably more than milillioRcath-
olics of all ages in the United States today who are considered
deVelopm entail% disabled. These individuals have long been objects
of the charity orthe Church. For centuries Christian belief was the
shield that stood between them and,destruction or abuse from a so-

ciety that could find no reason for such persons' being alive at all.

Yet even in the presumably enlightened 20th century the ques-
tions are seriously asked, "Why should we teach religion to devel-
oilmentally disabled children? Of what use is it to them? Why should
developmentally disabled adults remain in special programs, make
retreats or'receive spiritual direction?" ,

\
The answer,rfstS, first. of all, on the theological premise which

Christianity i all about, that the message is universal. No ri od oft

history, no group of peoples excluded from 'its influence. 1

If we really believe that Jesus wishes to make Himself a ailable
to every person, then we realize that He accepts people,as they real -

ly are. Some people are developmentally disabled.

12
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INTO THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Jesus understands, far better than we, the problems these per-

sons bring to every learning situation, including learning about
Him. Jesus still wants to come to them. He still wants them to come

to Him. Religious instruction makes this union possible.
Jesus didn't say, "Let the smart little children come to Me. . .

His invitation was unlimited. I-1 e invited all persons, even those with

a low I.Q.', even those who might be unable to express coherently
the love they feel.

The psychologist would provide a second reason for teiching reli-

gion to the developMentally disabled. People are like cakes, not -
ears. The ingredients that make up the human individual are all so
fused and integrated that they cannot be isolated, screwed out and
replaced like .the sparkplugs in a Mustang. Once it's baked, the
shortening in the cake and its effect on the other ingredients can
never be removed again. The aspects of the human personbody,
mind, emotions, soul are intermingled so thoroughly that we can-

not think of them separately. We think of a human being as a hu-
man being. Intelligence, or lack of it, is only one aspect of what a

person is.
The Christ-event need not be grasped by the inteOct alone. Sal-

vation is more than an lea. If this is so, and of course it is, then
Christianity is attainab e, even by those whose ability to take in
ideas is limited. Actua y, few persons of even superior intelligence
approach ,-eligion in an entirely intellectual way. The correlation
between what is known and what is believed is not a perfect one.

The moralist might object to religious instruction of the 'develop-
mentally disabled person on the basis of a lack of imputa-
bility, an inability to commit sin. This position might be stated as,
"Why bother? These people can't sin. Their souls are saved auto-
matically once- they're baptized."

Automatic salvation is perhaps a comfortable thought, partiCular-
ly to the grieving parent who is struggling to accept a child's limita-

tions, but it is not a very logical one. To deny the developmentally
disabled person the capability of sinning is to deny that person the
ability to make decisions, to choose rightNfrom wrong, love from
failUre to love. Anyon who has lived or worked with these persons .

knows- that this simply is not so. When the 12-year-old DoWn's Syn-

drome boy takes a poke at his little sister, then runs out of the room

to avoid the wrath of his father, he knows very well what he is
doing. He may not be able to gauge accurately the extent of injury
inflicted, but he knows that what he has done is wrong.

The developmentally disabled person, even though profoundly
handicapped, is capable of selecting some special friends and of

14



DISABLED PERSQNS AS OUR SISTERS AND BROTHERS

making an affectionate response to friendship offered: While 'full
knowledge and complete understanding may be lacking, certainly
enough remains in many cases to justify the conviction that the
developmentally disabled person is capable of sinning, and is also
capable of growing in love and grace.

"But can the developmentally disabled person really learn reli-
gious truths?" the educator might object. Yes, of course. Develop-
mentally disabled persons can learn, because they have learned.
Recently, a moderately developmentally disabled little girl was
receiving instruction on th,, concept that God's love for her was
greater than any human tole could ever be. The evaluation at the
close of the lesson went like this:

"Who loves you, Denise?",
"My mom and dad."
"Who loves you even more than your mom and dad?"
"My dog."
"But who loves you even more than your mom and dad and your

dog?"

1

"God!"
Denise/doesn't have the relationship concepts of "more" and

"less" fastened down yet. She couldn't put glasses of milk in the
correct sequence,of this one has ;pore in it than that one. But she
can understand that God loves her. He loves her more than she can

'explain. Even her te3chericlaims to understand some things she
cannot explain. Who cannot understand beauty? Yet who can
explain what it is?

Can the developmentally disabled child really grasp religious
truths? The idea of God's care for all creation, a rather basic trUth,
was once expressed by a developmentally disabled boy in a poem
that he wrote about his observations after Wisconsin had become a
winter wonderland. He said:

How lovely is the snow that falls
It's so soft it doesn't hurt a thing
When it comes down.
After it is done blowing
The trees and bushes,
Fence posts and telephone poles,
Are covered with soft White.
It makes me think
That God has put His created things to sleep
Under a soft, fine, white blanket of snow.

Joe

15 14



INTOcq'HE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Quite obyiously, Joe,kid internalized an abstract truth and found an

application in the world about him.
From a purely pragmatic point of view, religious education can

open to developmentally disabled persons some very precious
treasures. Their typically low self-concept with its pervasively
depressing effect on achievement in many areas of'their lives can
be uplifted by the knowledge that in the eyes of God, who is very
important, very powerful, very everything desirable, they are per-

sons of worth and value. They know that they are special to God,
that they can he pleasing to him, that they can db things that will
please him. And they feel better about themselves because of this

knowledge.
Developmentally disabled persons, then, become more fully

aware of their personhood as they face the challenges which make
them grow, confident that they are capable of succeeding. Religious
instruction can give them that confidence.

Religious instniction can also provide a developmentally disabled
individual with the guidelines for becoming t4 kind of person
whom other people like to have around. The employee who dili-
gently returns an hour's work for an hour's pay, who respects the
property and equipment of his or her employer, who obeys direc-
tions, replies and reports truthfully, is welcome on the job.

The co-worker who speaks well of others, does not quarrel or
fight, gets along better than the individual who does not live by
these precepts. The developritentally disabled person whose life is
dominated by moral principles is one, then, who is likely to bemore
acceptable, more employable, more secure, in the realm of interper-

sonal relations as well as in the -Wald of work.
Professional workers who are concerned with the vocational

training and job placement of handicapped individuals overwhelm-

ingly support the thesis that,..the personal characteristics of their

clients are far more importAnt than their technical skills when it
comes to holding a job and getting along in the community. Reli-
gious instruction can develop those personal qualities that gain for
developmentally disabled individuals the acceptance and respect

they desperately need.
Why should we teach religion to developmentally disabled child-

ren? Of what use is it to them? These children should receive the
good news of Christ because:

1) He wants them to. God accepts them as they are and loves
them as they are, even when they are developmentally disabled.

2) Mental development is not necessarily proportionate to

116



DISABLED PERSONS AS OUR SISTERS AND BROTHERS

spiritual capacity, and Christianity can be grasped even 4 those
with limited intellectual powers.

3) Though complete understanding may be lacking, most devel-
opmentally disabled children are capable of knowing good and bad,
of making choices. They can fail in love and they can grow in love,
and they need" instruction to help shape their decisions.

4) They should-be taught what they are capable of learning; they
have proved repeatedly that they can learn religious truths.

5)1, They need to have feelings of self-worth to free them to utilize
the capabilities they have; they need clear guidelines for their rela-
tionships with other's.

Learned th ians the developmentally disabled will never
becomeas will of the res f usbut their understanding th3t
religion is something you do 1 ething about has been demon-
strated frequently. Almost any pastoral worker whp has followed

the progress of developmentally disabled young adults can tell
stories of successful employment, sensible handling of personal
affair0s, of lives lived for others in a way that makes a critical dif-
ference. And in all these achievements, the spiritual life and church
membership with its consequent support have contributed substan-

tially.
Abbe Bissonnier; who teaches developmentally disabled children

in Paris,.sums up the answer to the ques on, "Special religious edu-
cationwhat's the point?" in this way:

Let such children approach the Lord...and let.tus not be
among those who try to keep them from Him. Let us believet
in their worth, in their reason for being. Let us know, in one
word, how to love them as God Himself loves them, He who
has His reasons for allowing their life, for maintaining their
presence amongst us, on our earth and in His Church, of
,which they are also members.

Possibly the question of why religious instruction should be
presented to developmentally disabled persons should not even be
aske/d at all. Perhaps this question'is but one more expression of dis-
respect for their often-violated human dignity. If the universal need
for any child, for any person, to come to a deeper relationship with
God and with other people is acknowledged; and if the humanity of

the developmentally disabled person is acknowledged, then it must

17



INTO THE CHRISTIAN,COMMUNITY

follow that the.developmentally disabled person has spiritual needs,
just as other people do.,These needs may differ in degree because of
the limitations of' the person in whom they reside, but they do not
differ basically in kind.

There is a distinct tendency on the part of those who write about,
or design programs for, developmentally disabled individuals to
consider them as'a kind of monolithic group, all having certain-com-
mon characteristics. This is a grave fallacy. AS a group there are
more differences among developmentally disabled individuals than
there are between them and their normal peers in comparable socio-

.
Neconomic situations.

They are said to be hyperactive and passive, having,short atten-.
tion spans and-being very' persistent, hostile and loving, obstreper-
ous and quiet, disobedient and docile, beautiful and grotesque.
Following an exhaustive review of research on the personality of
developmentally disabled persons, Heber (1964) concluded that
there was scant evidence to validate characteristics which would
universally describe them.

Many of the ideas held by the general public about developmen-
tally disabled persons are no more than stereotypes or caricatures
based on superstitions or casual experiences. In actual fact they are
neither delinquent nor deviates, nor are they appealing, holy inno-

cents. They are, rather, .a group of very diverse, very unique indi-
viduals. The degree of handicap, the .person'sf amily, and whether
or not tie or she has been institutionalized are very significant fac-
tors in determining the kind of personality. an individual will have
and the future to which each person can-look forward.

Interestingly, while research scientists have failed to find data to
support many of the negative characteristics attributed to develop-
mentally disabled individuals, there is a fairly strong consensus on
the part of those whose lives are bound up in their service regard-
ing the positive traits of those "whom the hand of God has
touched," as the Irish express it.

Paulhus and Mealy (19p8), for example, state:

The "poor" children of hUmanity, those to whom all too
often one throws "crumbs from the table" draw us out of
the impasse. They oblige us to bring about a total conversion
of our mentality. They bring to a humble reality those, who
think that humanity has never known in the course-of its
history such profound disorders as those it sees in modern

times...
Exceptional children stand guard against too hurried an

18



DISABLED PERSONS AS UUK S1S 115I AND 1iKU 1 1-1bItS

appreciation of events., They unerringl distinguish betwee
what is essential and what is accidenta . They are this Rock
which remains in the midst of the whir ools. All whose lives
are touched by them are enabled to liv by means of them,
die aapiration that God gave to all living fled, to become a
"spirirual body." More particularly children of Good Friday
they are, as much 'as, other Christians, children of Christmas
and Easter:'

Jean Vanier, who has lived with developmentally disabledmen in
a small village near Paris, speaks eloquently and frequently of the
spiritual precociousness of his friends:

A mentally retarded person can lead a deeply sensitive
life, a life of the heart, which tends to, draw hill) into Close
relationships with other .persons and by which he can be pro-
tected, guided and encouraged along the..path of human and
spiritual progress. (Quoted by Mosteller,1972.)

li reviewyig.what these various persons are saying, it becomes
clear4hat developmentally disabled persons enoble in many,ways

the lives of those who are concerned about them. At a recent sym-
\ posium, Jean Vanier' responded to the question, "Why should we

become

by statinthat M expressing thiS concern we ourselves
become more fully a person.

The- role of developmentally disabled persons in bringing love
into the world was described by Buck and Zarfoss (1965):

Here ends our little book, upon the Powerful theme of
human love, the all-pervading spirit which alone makes toler-.
able this existence upon a globe imprissmed in time and
space. We are here, we human beings, we knew not how or
why. We are here and we are gone. In the brief span Only.
love can serve, Mid we propose that the retarded child pro-
vides an essential means toward universal love.

For the unit in any community is the family, and when the
family of a retarded child receives him as a special gift,
heartbreaking, yes, and at first crushing, but special and
calling for special understanding and special love, that family
becomes a focal point of leadership in the community, the .

parents leading the children in the atmosphere of love, and
the family leading other families in the atmosphere of love,
until the whole commuiity is the better for the experience.

Love enlarges the heart so that what is done 'for one small
.v

.19
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INTOTRE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
r

retarded child will have its rippling repercussions in benefits

for other r . 1 1: ed children and handicapped persons, and
thus warmth a mercy and justice for the one and the few
will extend to a

The family is t e unit'of the community, the community is
the unit of the nation, and the nation is the unit in the world
of human society. It is not too much to' say that what one

A* family does with and for its retarded child in time may
change' the world.

t

Although deVelopmentally disabled persons have been variously
regarded as a " urplus population," "punishment from God," "a
drain on the tax- ayer, " as well as "the bearers ofgift," their con-, ...,

----)i,, tribution to the fulfillment of personhood of those whose lives touch

theirs had generAlly been overlooked.
Parents of a 4veloprnentally disabled child have spoken pf the

dimensions this child has put into their lives and thoseof theedther
children. "We needed Joe," one mother said of her developmentally
disabled son. "My husband and I had been all wound up in things
that didn't' matter until he came along. We were very selfish, I
guess. I know we're better persons because of him."

By "better persons," this mother went on to explain, she meant
that her child had somehow broken the restraints that kept her from
loving, from sharing their home and their time, from listeningnot
only to him, but to her husband, her othei children, the poor, those

in need of her concern. ._

iThe needs of the/developmentally disabled person often satisfy in
others the need to be neecjed, the need to give ofoneself. Special re-
ligious education an be one means of satisfying this mutual need
the'need of the teacher for self-giving, the need of the developmen-
tally disabled peirgon to be prepared for a closer relationship with

.God. /
One final pbifit must be considered. It is necessary to respect they

developmentally disabled per on before he or she can be helped.
Carder (1972)' at an internaVonal seminar related the story/of the
Canadian Indians who refused to leave their reservations to inte-
grate into the mainstream of society. She drew theanalogy betWeen
their situation and that of the developmentally disabled person.

She quoted a certain chief as saying, "Do you know what it is like

to feel that you are of no value to society... to know that people come

o help you, but not to *irk with you because th believe you haie

n thing to Offer?...You hdld out your hand and b ckon me to come

19



DISARI ED PERSONS AS OUR SISTERS ANl BROTHERS

and integrate. How can I come with any dignity? I shall not come as
an object of your pity. I shall come in dignity, or I shall not come at
all."

Belief in thiS' i }lherent dignity of the developmentally .disabled
person must precede any attemptsifor service; or the service is but a
-veiled ' .

A few years ago a distinguished body of scientists,administrators
and educatbrs in the'field of special education listened in shocked'
disbelief at an international symposiumWhen -a well-reputed pro
fessor stood to present his paper. In contrast to the lofty pronounce-
ments of his 611eagues of abstract statistical ata and,their implica-
tions for yet more research, this man beRn a quiet recital of his pro-

fessional life.
He began teaching developmentally disabled children', he said,.

because he Jackal the seulf-confidence to teach the bright on His
doctoral dissertation merely contributed to the store of myths about

t the education of develbpmentally disabled children. Later research
projects were also clouded with contrived data and faulty proce-
dures.

Then his belched child was struck with a physical condition that
resulted in brain injury. He who had preached acceptance to other
parents could not accept. He began to question his cornmitment to,
and his concern and love for, developmentally disa d children.

At last hecame to the painful conclusion, "I thi k perhaps I have
come to love mental retardation more and retarde children less."
He went on to warn his listeners that "we must build a Prolssion in
which we will not understand the retarded less, but ourselves
more." From this self-examination will come understanding, and
the freedom to love without demeaning.

One cannot think, "I love these retarded'persons because I must
think for them; I can take care of them." This patronizing attitude
is not love at all, but a mockery of the persons and their handicaps.
"Do-gooders" -can do no good for developmentally disabled per-
sons. It is essential to appear before them humble in the knowledge
of one's own' handicaps of the heart, one's own deficiencies.

Vanier (1969), in a televised interview,, commented that if a
teacher or a parent always wants to give and never stops to listen,
never stops to receive-, there can be no real communion. Love must
be a communion. It must be a receiving as well as a giving. There
must be an awareness of the wonderful gifts that the handicapped
individual can give.

VV,4 must recognize and humbly receive these gifts before we can
.say we truly, love developmentally disabled persons. The greatest
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gift that one can give to such persons is the opportunity for, them.to .

kik to others. We must be able to say "thank your before we can
&lily say "I. htve you." '

In the follo*ing pages consideration will be given to the "14- , .

to's" of providing for the spifitual nurttufe'of persons with develop-
mental disabilities, and to the major issues currently. facing workers

in the field bf special religious education. liecause there is no one
right way, various viewpoints, all valid, will be expressed. ,

No matter which approach ivtaken, or what program ritodel is fol.,

lowed, it is important to remember that the handicapped ,ierson is a°
.

member of a family and his or her condition has.many ramifications
in the lives of other family members. Each must.be included in the
planhing. HoweVer, as is true in all planning of human services, the
people being planned for must be given the OppOrtunity to express
what, their. needs really are not what they, theoretically ought to
be-,-and they Should be encouraged to help one another to meet v.
these needs. No help helps like self-help. This approach may lead to

a less efficientprogram, but;eificieficy is not the main objective of
the Special ,Religidus Education program. The growth ofa faith-

/ community is. It is more important that people leave the session
feeling-00d about -their contribution to it than that everything

i /should run smoothly.
While there are Many differences of opinion regarding what

'should be done or taught, and how this can best be accomplished,
there is no queStion that Jesus wishes his People to be served and to
be included in the mainstream of Church activities. Especially in

more recent times, one pope after another. has 'made repeated .

declarations affirming the value and the rights of disabled persons.
The United State's bishops recently 'skied a powerful pastoral let-,
ter on the importance they attach to concern and action on behalf of
disabled petsons. They state in part:

s
k

Concern for handicapped people was one of the prominent
notes of Jesus' earthly ministry. When askedby John's disci-
p16,'"Are you he who is to come or do we look for
another?", Jesus respeided with words recalling' the prophe-
cies of Isaiah: "Go back and report to John what you hear
and see; the blind recover their sight, cripples walk, lepers
are cured, the deaf hear, dead men are- raised to life, and the
poor have the goodhews preached to them." (Matthew.
11:3-5) Handicapped persons become witnesses-for Christ,
his healing of their bodies a sign of the spiritual healing he
brought to all people.
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By everfineans possible, therefore, the Ch must con
tinue to expand its healing ministry to thege persons, helping
them when necessary, ,orking w them, and raising its
voice with them and wit i' all me ers of society who are

ct their advocates.: Jesus r vealed by his actions that service to
and 'with people,in need s a privilege and an Opportitriityas
well As a duty. When we extend our healing hands to others,
we are' healed ourselves.

If andicapped people are bedome equal partners in the
Christian community, injiisti s must be.elim. inated, and

`,ignorance and,ap4thy replaced by increased sensitivity and.
warm acceptance. The leaders and thlgeneral membership
of the Church must educate themselves to appreciate fully
the contrIbution,htndicapped people can make to the
Church'g. spiritual life.' Handicapped individuals bring with
them a special ivsight into the meaning of life, for they live,
more than the rest of us perhaps, in the shadow of the cross.
6And'out of their experience tbeSr forg6 virtues like courage,
patience, perseverance, compassion, and sensitivity that
should serve as an inspiration to all Christians.

In'Ina recent statement on the International Year of Disabled Per-
, 4

sons, proclaimed by the United Nations, Pope. John Paul II delin- .

eated principles to be used as guidelines in dealing with disabled...
persons, which, in summary, point out the need to recognize the hup
man dignity of special peryons, their need for help in taking their'
rightul place in society,.their need for integration, normalization
and personalization. The Pope comments:

^A disabled person, with the limitation and sufferings that he
or she suffers in body and faculties, emphasizes the mystery
of the human beting....We are,shown the hidden frontiers of
human, existence and we are impelled to approach this mys-
tery with respect and love....The quality of a society and
civilization are measured by the respect shown to the
weakest of its members.

Officially, then, from he Pope and the bishops, there is strong
support for developrpent

Vially

disabled persons. On a practical, day-
to-day basis, however, this support may at times seem a bit remote.
It is then that only faith in the promises of Jesus, and the conviction
that this special ministry is truly a privilege, can sustain us in the ,
struggle.
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There niust be loving idea fic.ation betweenthe religious educa-

tor or paStoral minister an those persons being ministered to. A
personparent, sibling, handicapped individualwith a problem
needs to be met with understanding first as a person, then as a per-
son having a problem, never as a.problem itself. It is bearable to
have a problem, not to be one!

When one begins to feej.from the inside out the anguish, the limi-

tations; the discouragement, the humiliation's, that developme tal
disability imposes on affected individuals'and their families, 6ne is
beginning to be ready to render real servicp. The language, e uses

jn referring to a person and the handicapng conditio be very
thoughtlessly wounding, or it can be healing and reassuring if it
expfesses affection and respect, sympathy but never pity.

With Jesus as our model, we consider onety, one the problems
that -need to be solved,- the, steps that need to be taken. Jesus was^
first a, listener, patiently waiting for the expression of the pr6blem
as the suffAr saw it, the request that the sufferer needed tomake.
Then,,with gentleness, with no probingquestions and with no impli-

cations 'that a favor. wasleing bestowed and thanks werein order,
the pegce and healing were given: From this basic pattern we can
proceed to minister with our developmentally disabled brothers and
sisters, giving what we have to offer and receiving in turn their gifts

with joyful love.

Sheila Haskett is a Sister of St. Fprzncis of Assisi, Milwaukee, and
has 'lived and worked with developmentally disabled persons at St.
Coletta School, Jefferson, Wisconsin* for thirty years. She directs a
Special Religious Education center in Madison, and is editor of the
.Quarterry, a publication of the National Apostolate with Mentally

Retarded Persons.
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"...a human being INSSeSS('S a unique dignity and an \1/4

independent value. from the moment of conception and in erely
stage of development. whatever his or her physical condition.''
- Document of the holy See for thelInternational Year of Disabled ersons

Reflections on bisabled
Persons Participation in

\Sad-amen-tat Life
Mary Ther,9se Ha'irington7SH

C

When a family member or a
pastoral worker invites a developmentally disablecP.person to
celebrate a sacrament of the Church, it usually indicates that the
disabled person is taken seriously and that the sacrament is highly
valued: However, between the first moment of insight-that such a
celebration may be possible and the actual celebratiofil there will be
more than the usual factors to be considered, discussed and decided
upon.

Since the Sacraments of Initiation are those most often cele-
brated with developmentally disabled people, most of this chapter
will focus on them. 1

O

General Pastoral Setting
It is worthwhile-looking at thelcontext in which the developmen-

. tally disabled person is grow:ng in faith. The most normal setting is
the Christian family. Normally the faith of the family carries its dis-
abled Members and supports them on the path of the sacraments.
An active Christian family can nourish the disabled member in
faith, unconsciously by its very life, and consciomsly when the mem-
bers become aware that everyone can grow in faith. But, just
because a family is active in its p.articiption in the life of the

4
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Church, it does not follow that the developmentally disabled mem-
ber is. There are many mentally retarded Catholic adults who do
not go to church, or if they go, have never been to Communion. In
the past someone may have said that "the person will go to heaven
anyway," or "they cannot go to Communion because they cannot
say their prayers by heart." The situation needs to be examined.

If the person lives in a group home, a residential facility or in a
large institution, it is worthwhile remembering that the freedom
and the opportunity to practice-one's religion is a human right.
Many times the spiritual development of a person is totally neglect-
ed because of the religious preferences of the staff or the adminis-
trators. This is not just, and advocates for the person are right to
call attention to the neglect that is allowed.

Both the family and the facility need to allow the disabled person
to belong to larger groups of practicing Christians. Small com-
munities of faith that welcome disabled members take many shapes
and forms: the parish, catechumenate groups, catechetical groups,
prayer groups, retreat groups, etc. Where people gather together in
faith, Jesus is present; grace is given and received. The basic sacra-

ment, then, is the sacrament' of the Church, experienced in com-
munities of faith.

When a developmentally disabled person is a p6manent and
active member of a community of faith, the celebration of sacra-
ments is logical, relatively simple, and uncomplicated. The group
can answer the basic queq-ion; i.e., can this person grow in faith,
can this pers develop spiritually. The person is secure because of

the group experience. The group secure because it has watched a
person develop a sense of the sacred, a sense of Jesus Christ, a
sense of the Church, a sense of the Father.

Decisions For or Against Sacramental Celebrations

It is important Clyle aware of who requests or proposes a sacra-
ment and why. Oftentimes a family member or a catechist proposes
the sacrament. It is usually clear that the developmentally disabled
person is in harmony with the pronosal. However, more than one
celebration hastily put together has fizzled as the person refused to

go along with the ceremony. A sacrament cannot be planned all
around the per8on: without taking the person into account. lithe
person is to participate in the sacrament, creative ways have to be
found to engage the person, even ti severely and profoundly dis-
abled person.

When there is desire on the part of the person for sacramental par-
ticipation, it is often prudent to proceed with plans and decisions.
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Given the problems a. person may have with projecting self into the
future, it is difficult to sustain desire too long. To delay the celebra-
tidn of a sacrament for reasons extrinsic to the sacrament (until
Grandma comes froin Alaska, etc.) does not make good sense.

When the invitation is made to the disabled person,to celebrate a
sacrament, there are criteria being used, consciously or uncon-
sciously. When the invitation 1 is denied a disabled person, criteria
are also being consciously or nconsciously used.

One principle to be used is that the criteria should have some
intrinsic connection with the significance of the sacrament. Devel-
opmentally disablO people have not been admitted to the Sacra-
ment of the Euchaist for the following reasons:

"You do not need it to go to heaven."
"You do not know your prayers."
"You have not reached the age of reason."
You cannot tell mortal from venial sin."

"You cannot 'even talk."
"You cannot know what you are doing."
"You cannot go to Confession first."
"We do not give Communion to an animal."
The Sacrament of Tenare, on the contrary, has been imposed

with the followineremarks:
"Ydu are a bad girl/boy." ,.,

"The devil is in you." f)
"You are full of evil." ,

The Sacrament of Confirmation has been avoided with the follow-
ing observations:

"You cannot manage a service project!:
-You cannot make it through a ceremony With 500 othei>S to be

confirmed." , -

"You are only a passive, not an active member of the Church."
"You do not need Confirmation anyway."
Developmentally disaWet1 people have been pushed into a

sacramental celebration or the following reasons:
"Your brothers and sisters all went to Communion by the time

they were eight years old and so will you."
"Your brother is going to be confirmed this year (or receive Com-

munion) so you Will too." ,-

"Everyone in this parish goes to Confession before First Com-
munion." .

"There are too many people in this institution for rrr: to figure out
who is Catholic. Any one who comes to Commun:on or is pushed up
by the staff, receives."

29
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If the criteria at e to have something to do with the significance of

the sacrament, it lay be helpful to look at some of the sacraments

briefly. It may be helpful to ask what human experience the sacra-

ment is connected with, what catechetical experiences may be ap-

propriate, and also to look at the celebration itself. Then maybe the

criteria that do not touch the significance of the event can be left

aside.
First Comthunion is an event cherished by most practicing fami-

lies.'What is the human experience to look at to see if the quality of

the event is:open to its sacramental dimension? Eating and drinking

are the human experiences basic to the sacrament; not just eating

and drinking any which way, but in a ritual manner with others.

Those who with severely disabled.people are aware that meal

time can be the 'supreme challenge of the day. How the family

copes, how the disabled person copes pith eating and drinking to-

gether gives the symbolic dimension,-a pre requisite for the sacra-

mental dirpension. Soinany eating dis'brders are significant in a per-

son's pro'gYesl: towarcrom5union. It is important to get in touch

with these before plastering on superficial phrases about the Sacra-

ment which can be mouthed to satisfy everyone but the person in-

volved.
One begins the discernment about a person's readiness for Com-

munion by sharing food together. In an institutional setting, where

the process of eating can be sub-human, the catechetical progres-

sion has to build toward develbping dining skills. In a home where

the disabled person is fed alone, the catechetical progre'ssion has to

build toward developing social skills surrounding the sharing of

food. And even if a person comes from a family setting where the

family meal is open to its symbolic meaning, the person needs time

to learn to share food with the larger community of faith.

As food and drink are shared in a situation that has elements of

ritual present, one can begin to talk about sharing the special food,

the Sacred Bread, Jesus, the Sacred Wine, Jesus.
A person needs to develop a sense of the sacred before the mys-

tery of the sacrament is accessible. In a sacrament, one becbmes

aware of a mystery at work through signs seen and felt, as well as

through words spoken or signed. If a developmentally disabled per-

son is Iimited in his or her intellectual functioning, it is difficult to

explain a sacrament.'One enters into a celebration experience that

awakens faith through intuitive awareness. Because all life is sacra-

mental, a liturgical catechesis for disabled peOple is more involved

with structuring a progression of celebrations, where the sacred

'dimensions of all life are sensed, than in lectures about the sacra-
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ts. One fosters participatory knowing, aware that abstractiand
ly conceptual knowledge is out of reach because of the disabili-
involved.
3 the catechetical -Progression advances, one must observe a
on closely to see signs of growth, especially if the person is non-
al. Yet, finally, it is not so 1.&d to detect signs of reverence: the
session in the eyes, the posture of the body, the position of the
Is, the quality of the sounds if there is no speech, the quality of
ements.
1,, if a person can 'share food and drink in a ritual setting, can be
rent, attentive, silent, aware of others, one can begin to look for
s of desire. If the person'attends Eucharistic celebration, there
be some curiosity at the time of Communion. That is the time to
ulate and awaken desire.
hen a person can relate to others with love and desires to be at
with them in the act'of Communion, there is readiness, there is
nirig. The mystery at work in Communion is that of the
igthening of our relationships with one another, with the Lord
s, with the Father. One 16 for a developing sense of the
al, a sense of the mystery of the Church, a sense of the pres-
of Jesus.

has happened often enough to be significant, that a mentally
-ded person does much better talking about Communion after
-'she has receivedAe sacrament than before. Because it is hard
;oject self ipto the future and talk about what has not yet hap-
Lcl, verbal content before Communion can be weak, even
gh desire maY be strong. After a person starts going to Com-
ion, and continues in the community of faith, the witness that is

can-beoutstanding.
Lnfirmationis very close to Baptism in its original significance.
ism marks the entry of a person into the People of God. But
i one looks at a developmentally disabled person who is mar-
ized by virtue of a.disability, one has to question the signifi-
e of the experience of belonging to the People of God.
Le disabled person is not going to be as obvious as others in ac-
service to the Christian community as a -preparation for the
ament of Confirmation. That does not negate the pr=uriT1
.. ments awakened by the sacramental progression, of g-
nd giving witness as inspired by the Holy Spirit.
is ofpn a real risk for a marginalized person to enter a com-
ty of faith and really aggree to belong, to get close to people on
ective level. Egocentricity may in fact be an instinct for sur-
and self-protection. But in a community this self-impord dis-
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twice has to give way little by little, if one is tr belong. This progress

sion can be dramatic, -and indicate that a rea conversion is un-

folding.
When one asks at what point another person is ready for Confir-

mation, it is worthwhile to remember that the basic sacrament is

that of the Church, experienced in the here and now as a community

of faith. When a person has agreed to belong, and starts to manifest

the fruits of the Holy Spirit in that community, it is appropriate to

celebrate the giv,vth taking place by a public ceremony. Confirm'a-

- tion is one moment in the on- 'going life of belonging to the People of

God,
During a celebration of Confirniation it becomes clear to what ex-

A tent a disablqg person can give witness to the whole assembly. Of-

ten those who love and are concerned about this person can fill a

whole church. Everyone has had to struggle to foster life and well-

' being with the person,. When that person is presented by the assem-

bly to the Bishop or his representative, joy is tangible. There may

be many places where this disabled person will never "belong," but

he or she is a full member of the People of God and will always

belong in the House .of God. .

Although the Sacrament of Penance is often celebrated before.

First Communion, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to maintain

this.sequence with developMentally disabled people. The reason is

that a person who has been wounded in his 03- der development may

be able to enter into Communion as a mystery before he or she has a

developed sense of self implied by the Sacrament of Penance. The

Sacrament of Penfice, however, is not to be neglected, as it can be

very meaningful to those who so often feel out of harmony with

others and themselves.
A

Unfortunately, developmentally disabled people can too often

sense alienationas part of their very existence. So often they seem

to cause trouble to everyone, no matter where they go,.no matter

what they cio or do not do. 'Woo often the diabled person has to

Struggle to learn to forgive as well as to ask to be forgiven. Bit-
s

terness can eat away at one's very soul.
The family of the disabled person often neeils to participate in the.

orientation toward the cerebration of this sacrament. As one mother

put it, "I want tocelebrate with him. I want to ask pardon for all the

times I have been violently angry because of him. I should like him

to forgive me too."
The human experiences that this sacrament. dealswith are basic-

ally being sorry for a real wrong, being able to accept forgiveness,

and being able to foi:give'others. When the family and the commun-
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ity can come together to celebrate the forgiveness of a loving
Father, it is a significant moment.

In many places, general absolution is used (as it would be in a .
nursing home, etc.), when there are a number of developmentally
disabled persons together.. Often because of language problems
and a vague sense of alienation, the precision required in a face-to-
face situation is beyond the capacity of those present. Yet all can-

enter into the pardon offered in Jesus Christ.
Naturally, those who have developed the language and the sense

of self required for the confession of sin in a face;_to-face situation
are to be prepared in an appropriate manner.

A word of caution is in order for thoseehildren who have behavior
disorders due to sensory-motor problems, or those who have an
overlay of emotional disturbance in addition to their develOpmental
disability. It can happen that moral judgments Are made'by others
about behavior that is part of the child's disability. In other words,
the child has a very difficult time coping, and the adult puts moral
values on the behaviors. The child can try to plulish himself by go-
ing,..to the harshest ,confessor, attributing more evil to herself than ,' '

fits reality; or the adult can puth the child to confession when the
child really does not grasp what is going on. Harsh parents whose ,

anxiety is excessive can use the sacrament as a form of child abuse.
When the punitive aspect of the sacrament looins out of proportion
for the child, catechetical re-education is in order, and, one may
add, very difficult. Unfortunately, these problems are not ancient
history.

It is also worth noting that if the Sacrament of Penance is to .I3e

`celebrateciwith a non-verbal person, respect is required. Communi-
cation is distinct from verbal language. Even if a person cannot ut-
ter a word, he or she may be able to communicate. It takes time to
build a relationship so that the communication has a chance of being
somewhat accurate. It may not be at all helpful to the child to have
the parents say all the things they perceive the child to have done
wrong. One cannot march a child through confessionwith the par-.
ents saying the "sins"before First Comniunion, just because one
sacrament is supposed to come before the other, no matter what
this experience does to the child. On the contrary, the Saciament of
Penance is a beautiful sacrament-of forgiveness, to be celebrated
with thankfulness and peace.

When a developmentally disabled person becomes seriously sick,.
-the Sacrament of the Sick is appropriate. The Sac'rament is not ap-
propriate just because there is a permanent and chronic disability.
Nor is the Sacrament of the Sick a replacement for Confirmation Or
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...

Communion because the pastoral workers are nor creative enough
to,figure out hovoto go about orienting a peon to the proper sacra-
ment. The Sacrament of the Sick is for sick people. A disability,
even a severe disability, is not a sickness. The struggle,over the

. past forty years in the United States has been to try to remove the
isabled person from the medical model of care, which treats a dis-

abled person as a sick person: Church members do not help the situ-
ation by treating a disabled person as sick. A disability will not be
cured; it will always be there.

When the developmentally disabled persdn is really sick, an ef-
fort is to be made to help the person to be aware of the mystery of
Jesus' care and the healing offered through the signs of tte oil, the
gestures and words, the presence of the Priest and of the communi-
ty of faith. A narrow reading of the Introduction to the Sacrament
can be misleading. In Numbers 12 and 14, the "use of reason" is
used. (The Rites of the Catholic Church. New York:sPueblo Publish-
ing Company, 1976, p.585) Reason can be interpreted in a narrow
sense, which would connect it with abstract intellectual function-
ing. This, may be precisely where the disability of a person may
manifest itself. But there are other forms of; intellectual functioning,
symbolic and intuitive, which if any person is sufficiently sick,are
common to most people. Because*a person is mentally retarded, it
does not mean that she or he does not have a form of reasoning.
This may be global, not precise; concrete, not abstract; symbolic,
not analytic. It may be closer to the co-naturality of Thomas Aqtli-
nas. What is important is that the person1cnows by participating in
the action and probably not apart from it to any significant degree.
The knowledge one has may be more participatory than theoretical.
This does not deny that there is a very real pastoral problernif the
person is hallucinating, but this is different from mental retardation
when it comes to the celebratiOn of the Sacrameht of the Sick.

If the disabled person is about to die, Viaticum is to be offered
with the community of faith present if possible. In some institu-
tions, the process of dying can be impersonal. Also, in some institu-
tions, the fact Of death is covered up for a host of reasons, none of
which makes sense to the community of faith, if the person be-
longed to one. If an institution persists in ignoring the religious
dimensions of the death of its residentS, Christians have to take a
popition that demands respect.

At one time, a chaplain would claim the body of a Christian for
burial if the pergon.were a ward of the state. Since chaplains are be
coming rare in facilities for developmentally disabled persons, the
Christian community has to work out some arrangement to be faith-
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ful to one who has shared in the Paschal Mystery ofJesus Chrik
through the Sacraments of Initiation. A Christian burial is not a lux-
ury, but part of our mutual commitment to one another as baptized
members of Christ. No matter how damaged the body may be, it is
still the temple of the Holy Spirit. No matter how undervalued the
person may have been in the facility, if he or she belonged to a com-
munity of faith, there wotild have been love offered and received. ft
is incomprehensible, then, to have the community systematically
kept away from the funeral service of a Ward of the state to protect
the anonymity characteristic of ages past.

It is very 'difficult for other
and

living in an institution if a
loved friend just disappears and someone drops the word casually
that he or she is dead. The mystery of death is one we all will pass
through to come to eternal life, Those disabled person's who by theft'
disability live in, the shadow of the cross need to hear the Good
News:Jesus died and lives; we die, but we shall live.

For the. Sacraments of Matrimony and Holy Orders,.the general
norms of the Chi ply. Of course, the disability of the person is.
to taken into accoutxn the orientation of a person toward Jife
vocation. A steady and well thought out preparation is preftrable to
hasty decisions that are apt to lead to regret. However, one does not
need to apply norms more severely to disabled persons than to the
rest of the human population.

It is normal fora Christian community to be concerned about the
development of its members in the areas of affectivity and sexuali-'
ty. A well thought out study of the moral questions involved can be
found in "Guidelines for the Treatment of the Mentally Retarded"
by Richard McCormick, S.J. (Catholic Mind, Vovember,' 1981, pp.
44-51.)

4 The Celebration of a Sacrament

Wile one intends to celebrate a sacrament with developmentally
disabled people, it is important to realize that the quality of the cele-
bration carries significance. Often the persons'who are'disabled
cannot of themselves sort out what is supposed to happen. They can
enter Wholeheartedly into what is happening. They cannot generate
much religious meaning related to the sacrament alone and apart
from- the experience.

-

The burden then falls on the-leaders of the community that the
celebration be coherent. The celebration has to be very well pre-
pared so that everyone is free to be present to the mystery dimen-
sion of the event and not tied tip by the mechanics of who is to do
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what, when and how. Some of the elements common to celebrations

are as follows:

Place. The church is the most obvious place for the,celebration

of the sacraments. Howevyr, the environment'dese\'ves attention in
relation to the disabilities involved. Some elements are obvious: ac-
commodations for wheelchairs, assistance for tllose who may be

visually impaired or hearing impaired, space for children who may
be hyperactive and cannot tolerate pews, etc: Other elements are
not so obvioeus, such as the need for a withdrawn child to be close to

the action if there is going to be participation, the need to take time
at the beginning to allow a child to get oriented in space if there are
sensory disorders or if there is severe mental retardation.

The space wilfspeak to the person, so it is worthwhile working on

it. There needs to be a clear, uncluttered focal point, first of all, so
that the person knbws where to direct attention. The lighting is to
highlight the focal point but not stimulate the hyperactive person.
Beautiful objects, vestments, flowers, incense, speak to the value

placed on the event.
When the celebration takes place outside the church; care needs

to be taken so that theplacesbe4clean and well prepared. In an insti-
tution where space is usually wanting, the administration hopefully
can be drawn into the dialogue essential to preparing a celebratiop.
If the administration is not in a position to enter into the preparation
required to 'rivet the religion needs of the residents, then the com-
munity of faith-just has to cheer up and show up with brooms, dust

pans, mops, vases, flowers, ca;41/4es, incense, rugs; record player
and records (not forgetting extexIsion cords) vestments, books,
table, table coverings, refreshments for afterward, plates, cups,
napkins and silverware. The chairs need to.be prepared for the cor-

, rect number. The various ministers need-to know where to go,
where to sit, when to move. The people need to know.Where to go,

and what to do. Someone had better have the plan clearly inmind
and be able toprient people to the space to be used, otherwise the
celebrant will be teft with five jobs to do at once. This is not fair to

him, nor to the assembly.
If the celebration is to be in a family home, then the same care for

cleanliness' and order is to be insisted Upon. If need be the members
of the community of faith can come the day before to help with
preparations. The family may be just worn out from the work in-
volved With caring for the person. The celebration of a sacrament is

a social event and even if it is at home, the larger Christian com-
munity is called on to be present in someway.
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Music. One of the key elements in a celebration is the quality of

music to be used. For some strange reason, it is often thought that if
the participants are mentally retarded, silly music may be used.
Mentally retarded people deserve to be taken'seriously in their sac-
ramental celebrations. The music used can 'support the.develop-
merit of a sense of the sacred which is essential for the ambiance
surrounding a sacramental event.

Pace. If the environment is well prepared ,and if everyone is
comfortable and secure, silence is possible, even with hyperactive
children. Silence can be invited at moments when the assembly is
ready to pray. It cannot be demanded only as a discipline. If it is, nit-.
sure. someone will start to weep or wail. Discipline is required most
of all of the ministers. Their responsibility is to project a sense of
order, and to set the pace for the assembly. The pace to be used is
the art form necessary to integrate developmentally disabled pe6ple
into a sacramental celebration. The adults can be deliberate in/their
pace if they know just where things are and what to do when. If they
are ill at ease, the assembly will pick it up like lightning aid the
celebration can fall into disarray.

a

There is no use trying to hurry a celebration with'developmen-
tally disabled people. The ministers might just as well relax. Be-
sides the pace required for a spirit of p'rayei-, the pace of the people
will reqmire time for communication, time for movement time for
what is happening to be ,absorbed.

The words used hat-to be addressed to the peopl involved.
Those speaking have to take time to look at those present. A cele-
brant who looks as though he is more interested in the, liturgical
books than the people, or the reader not secure enough to look up
from the text, may find trouble when they do look up. Also, there
are times w'hen the vocabulary needs to be adjusted, gestures used,
facial and vocal expression used. In sum, one has to be present to
the assembly to help it to be present to the rnystefy unfolding.

A celebrant needs a team to plan with, pray with, laugh and cry
with if he has to lead an assembly with a significant nurnber of de-
veloprhentally disabled people. A celebrant does not dare show up
at the last minute for a celebration with such an assembly. He needs
to get a clear notion of who is'present, the range of disabilities and
the pace .possibie for the group. He needs to be secure with the
other ministers. And, when the leaders are assailed with the nag-
ging question, "Does it make any difference anyway?" "Do they
really know what is going on?" let them remember that even pro-
foundly retarded people know if they are loved.
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Balance. In the celebration of the sacraments there is a need to

look at thp balance required among the partsof the ceremony. What
if some pirts are too long or too short in relation to the whole? If one

part is too long, fatigue will set in, boredom will be Catching, the as-.
sembly will become cranky. If another part is too short, the assem-
bly may miss the event as it flies by. Balance is a criterion for the

tmusic used. Beside the length to be considered, there is also musi-

cal style. If a piece is too loud and hectic, spore persons will simply
suffer from sensory overload and either literally scream or drop out.
If the music lacks color and is dull, no one will pay any attention to

it.
,....4 After a celebration, it is worthwhile to ask about the qUality of

presence manifested in the assembly. Were the members aware?
Were they able to follow? Were the cues given them appropriate (or

,
did someone hand out song sheets to mentally retarded people who'
cannot read?) Did the musicians use songs that all could join in on at

the time of the refrain? Was the Eucharistic Prayer accessible,
given, the vocabulary of the assembly? (See the Eucharistic Prayer
jar Children.) Above all, was the ceremony experienced as prayer-

ful? , r,
i

Although the Christian community has to make some adjust-

ments to celebiate with developmentally disabled members, it is an

honor to.celebrate with those who cannot and will noShide behind

masks. What is, is. When they pray, they pray. When they cele-

brate, they celebrate. When a parish can integrate its disabled
members into. its .celebrationg, everyong benefits. d.

1

.
Selected Excepts from Pastoral statements Regarding the Reception of

Sacraments.

All People Together

In January of 1981, the Roman Catholic Bishops of England and

Wales issued a pastoral statement for the International Year of Dis-

abled People entitd All People Together. 1n. this statement the
Bishops include sections (15 through 25) on the sacramental life of
disabled person's. They are as follows:

15Through the sacramept of Baptjsm disabled persons are GC

members of the church. As a consequence they are encour-

aged to share in the full sacramental life of the church if this

be at all ssible. Those whose task it is to administer sacra-

ments st be eager to ensure that a physical or mental

disabilit oes not lead to a spiritual deprivation. Priests,and
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teachers must be sensitive to the intuitive interpretations of
parents and others who.ilre-CIOSe to disabled people and who

-a...04.n sense their mood.

, The whole emphasis of the church's attitude must be one of
tkwelcome and supportive encouragement. Care must e taken

to ensure that the things of God are not misused, but it is
equally important to,erNaire that what God offers to his
children is made available to them. Certainly no priesC
should refuse a disabled person any sacrament without mak-
ing sure that he appreciates what the disability is and how it
is to be interpreted.

i '
16-4Especially is this true of the mentally handicapped child.
The sounds and emotions of the child may mean nothing to a
stranger or to a priek inexperienced in these matters. But a
parent, who is the child's first teacher, a specialist teacher,
can be attuned to the child and know.that appreciation, even
reverence is being expressed in signs'which may be unusual,
but are genuine and adequate. A mentally handicapped per-2,
son usually relates intensely to'those immediately present
parents, brothers and sisters. This quality of relationship can
develop and extend to others to whom the parents relate. A
handicapped child can grow to relate to Christ because the
parents explicitly do so. Intuition can bypass the usual rea-
soning processes and develop a prayer life and an apprecia-
tion of sacrainent which is not expressed in.,words and can
only be detected by a parent deeply in tune with one who
relates in this unusual but genuine style. Pope Paul VI In his
address on "The Pastoral Ccfre of Handicapped and Mal-
adnis' ted Youth" in October, 1973, said that communication
includes "One's simple presence, by a look, silence or ap-
propriate language." '

17Confirmation establishes is as witnesses to the world.
The pa each member of the church plays will be condi-
tioned lo,the circumstances in which people live. The dis-
abled iherson is giving a serious witness to the paradox of
Christianity. This bitter sweet theme is essential to the
Gospel message and given clear prominence by, the Christian
person WI-Ols disabled. This was supremely displayed by
Christ himself who died that we might live and suffered that
we might have happiness.
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Because the disabled erson can arouse the'generosity of so

many other people thete is an involved pretence in the com-
munity which should be sealed with the Sacrament of Con-.
firmation. The ability.to bring together people of man
faiths, itnd of none, is an rntstmuling apostolate:TIrrecep-
lion of the Sacrament of Confirmation by disabled i ale is

more than a kindly gestureit is a. recognition of to active
.mission which is so effectively theirs.

18Disabled people must be made-welcome in the liturgical
life'of the church, especially atAttss where the community
of the faithful gather. Within this is the sacrament of Holy
Communionthe supreme sign of unity with Christ and his
church. Into this holy unity is'gratherecl the unity of parents
with their handicapped child and the unity within the family
is'coiisecrated when the family come together to receive Our
Lord in the EucUrist. Because the sacrament is so sacred it
must never be diminished or reduced,by mindless reception
and a child of normal meptal ability is expected to have an
explicit faith in the real presence bee receiving Holy

Communion.

19But the mentally handicapped.child may be incapable of

being S explicit. Such a child is already a,child of God by
faith an Baptism and all such are invited "To come togeth-
er to pr ise God in the midst of his church, to take part in
the sa rifice and to eat the Lord's Supper" (Vatican II. Con-
stitution on the Sacred Liturgy, n.10). If the church insen-

sitive to the vari joy of human situations there is created a
"double disa
of the c

'1' y," a limitation of understanding on the part
which adds an unnecessary frustration to that

which already exists. Approaching thetime when it is the
practice to receive Holy Communion, the mentally handi-
capped child may not be able to formulate distinctions which

are usually required before admission to the sacrament. The
priest whose task it is to administer the sacrament must
make sure that he has used every possible means to inter-

0157erthe mind of the child and, in addition, be encouraged by
the fads of the'family of which the child is almost certainly
the center. When parents are devout and generous the com-

munity of the family supports the child in faith. We already
see this in the baptism of children.
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Pope Paul XI asked: "How can she (the church)' contribute

to the integration of the handicapped into modern society, if
she does not endeavour to have them recognized as full

'members of her own?" (Pas loud Caw 411andicappl &
adjuslal Youth; lolkT, 1973).

20For a physically -handicapped person the sacrament of
Reconciliation can be distressing rather than encouraging.

The physical effort of entering a confessional, the inevitable

revealing of one's i4entity, the limitation of communication:
these are examples of what can be an embarrassment and
frustration rather than a moment of welcome and reunion.
Sorrow must be present, but in cases of extreme speech

lim4ation this may have to be expressed other than by

woe' s This is the traditional sensitivity for which the church

ha:: always called.

21The person with a severe mental handicap is in need of
particular understanding. While some may be too limited to
understand this sacrament, by the same token it can be pre-

sumed that they are too lacking in conscious decision'to be

in need of the sacrament. On the other hand, a restricted ex-
perience of their comlition may cause a priest to misread the

situation. Parents and others who have been closely associ-

ated with the mentally handicapped testify to the sense of

right and wrong which can develop. The automatic labelling

of the mentally handicapped as incapable of wilful fault does

not fit the facts. There is frequently an intuitive ability to
understand'wrong and a sorrow which can be recognized in
the'explicit joy which may follow forgiveness. Mentally
handicapped people are not just innocent children: they

become adults and,-capable of guilt.

The priest may find difficulty in recognizi g signs which the

parent can interpret very clearly. Neat ex essions to de- .

scribe facts are beyond the capability o ,any disabled peo-

ple and the task of priests and parents together may be to

express for them what is already in them. Signs, gestures

and facial expressionstan reveal an adequate disposition for

reception of this sacrament.

22The disabled person needs to love and be loved. The
disabled person needs to feel lovable.. This basic needbasic
to all human people created by God who himself is loveis
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expressed in many ways: within family life, by a generous
and trusting friendship and, in a unique way, between hus-
band and-iiiiie in marriage. For some people a mental or
physical handicap will exclude the possibility of such a rela-
tionship. But this must not be presumed. On the contrary,
the natural right to marry must be respected unless the per
son concerned is clearly either unable to understand what
they are doing or unable to sustain a life-long commitment of
marriage.

23Within the groupthe very large groupof people we
call disabled there are many persons who are very suited for
married life. The limited research done on the stability of
marriage between disabled people suggests that there is bet-
ter prospect of a permanent commitment between people
who marry'while disabled than between people who have no
apparent handicap. Because of this, support should he given
to those who, although in some way disabled, show a serious
desire to marry and are able to make a life-long commit-
ment. Serious consideration would have to be given to the
implication of having children and caring for them. How-
ever, we must recognize the right of handicapped persons to
enter marriage and the witness they can give to the beauty
of married love.

24Because the understanding of disability has been limited
and even distorted in the past, there has been a hesitancy on
the part of society to allow disabled people to take an active
and pfficial role in the community. More recently there has
been a positive policy of allocating essential work to such
people. Initial expectations have not altogether been fulfill-
ed, but the message is clear. The church must be prepared
to accept and use to the full a disabled person who is called
to the "priesthood and religious life." Certain disabilities will
always exclude such a possibility and the ultimate decision
must rest with the bishop. But a growing appreciation of in-
dividual potential must-change attitudes. The ideal is for full
integratierrWlierever this is possible. The many ministries of
the church can be enriched by the involvement of those peo-
ple of God who are so obviously close to the sufferings of
Christ. Especially can one who is disabled be an effective
minister to one who is equally limited and in need of
understanding. 4 1
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25The total attitude of the church to handicapped people
must be encouraging. If they are baptised they are members
of the church and those who administer the sacraments on
behalf of the whole people of God must look for the best
way for disabled people to enjoy full sacramental life if this
be at all possible.

Break Down the Barriers
Also in 1981, the Archbishop'of Perth, Western Australia, Most

Reverend Sir Launcelot Goody, K.B.E., issued a Pastoral State-
ment of Concern called Break Down the Barriers. At the end of, t
Statement there is a section on sacramental issues entitled "Dio-
cesan Guidelines for Reception of the Sacraments by the Intellec-
tually Handicapped." That section follows below:.

Once parents have acknowledged that their child is
intellectually handicapped and express their desire for the
child to receive Confirmation and Holy Communion then the
usual norms goyerning these matters should be replaced or
supplemented by consideration of the faith of the family in
the love that the Lord has for their intellectully, handicap-
ped member.

In practice,,if ashild gives no evidence of intellectual
activity these Sacraments may still be given so long as the
child is accompanied by other Members of the family.

One important reason for making this decision is to give
witness to the love of Christ and the Church for the child,
who is apparently intellectually inactive but is a person with
an eternal destiny and priceless dignity. Once the question of
giving these Sacraments to such a child has been raised,
were the Church to' respond negatively the family would
very likely experience 2 rejection by the Church of one
whom they have been taught not'to reject but to accept and
love. A positive response would tend to entourage them and
would bring to life the Gospel scene of Jesus putting his
arms around little children and blessing them. (Mark 10:
13-16).

It may be desirable on some occasions, when administer-
ing Holy Communion, for the priest or acolyte to give the
Host to one of, the parents who can then give it to the child
to make sure that the child is not upset by a stranger and
that the Host is swallowed. This procedure would have the
added advantage of expressing family love and unity.
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Every effort should be made to help any child who can
appreciate these Sacraments to do so. Appreciation will
vary, of course, according to the extent to which the child is
handicapped. In the case of My Communion special
catechetical kits are now available and a few people are will-
ing and able to give peonal help to make the reception of

the Eucharist as fruitful as possible. This work is of great
value.

In the case'of Confirmation, if itseems desirable for a
priest to confer this Sacrament he will need to apply for per-
mission on each occasion in accord with the general rules.

Consideration should be given in the reception of these
Sacraments, to all the circumstances affecting each case and
even each'occasion. For instance, any appearance of the
Sacraments being-forced orf a child should be avoided. Nor
should parents consider themselves obliged to bring a child
to receive Holy Communion eyery time that they do so
themselves.

Mary Therese Harrington is a staff member of Spred, Special
Religious Education Division of the Archdiocese of Chicago, and a
member of the Society of Helpers.
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1. Developmental Disability. A developm ntal disability originates before age 18,
conth es indefinitely and constitutes a s bstantial handicap. It is not a mental ill-

ness no other type of illness. Most aspe is of life are affected and the person
needs to earn to live with the disability. evelopmentally disabled refers to those

who 'hay a lifetime condition of mental 'tardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy and

autism. " ,.,

Mental Retardation. There are about 6 m Ilion mentally retarded people in the
United States. About 80% of retardation has socio-environmental not biomedical
causes: About 90% ofretarded persons re mildly retarded and are able t9/ /care for .

themselves. Moderately retarded person are able to care for themselves'but
usually need a sheltered work environm nt. Severely retarded person have

,, defects in motor development, speech a d language, and often have, hysical han-
dicaps. They are not completely depe dent. Profoundly retarded persons often,
have physical handicaps, and their s vere impairment in coordination and sensory
development makes it necessary have constant care.

/
Epilepsy. There are about 4 miIlion persons with epilespy in, the United States.
There is no precise answer a to why brain cells dischargabnormally. Grand mal
seizures last a minute or mo e and can occur one or more times daily, weekly,
monthly or annually. Petitimal can last from 5 to 20 econds and be accompanied
by a momentary lapse oonsciousness. Psychomotor seizures can occur at any
age and laSt from a-minute to several hours. Epilepsy in itself usually does not

affect a person's intelligence.
/

Cerebral Palsy. There are about 750,000 persons with cerebral palsy in the United
States. Any damage to the brain tissue can'cause cerebral palsy although a chief
cause is insufficient oxygen reaching theletal ornewborn brain. In cerebral palsy '
there is difficulty in muscular control and coordination. There may be complica-
tions such as seizures, the inability to see, hear, speak. It is not always associated
with mental retardation.

Autism: There are about 100,000 persons with autism is the United States. The
causes are not known. The universal symptoyns that the child is unable to relate
to other persons in a normal way. Some ch4ren with autism improve with persis-

tent care. . ,

.
I

.

See Publication no. 76-29002, Ditvelopmental Disabilities, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Developmental Disabilities Office, Washington, D.C.
20201:

2. All People Together. railer from CSP Studios, St. Mary of Angels,

Moorhouse Road, London W2 5DJ Ehgland.

3. Break Down the Barriers, order from Catholic Committee-for I.Y.D.P.
c/o Catholic SOcial Welfare Commission, 23 Victoria Square, Perth, West
Australia 6000.
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"..realizing the unique gifts handich pfied individuals have to
offer the Church, we wish to address the need for their fuller

integration into the Christian community and their fuller
participation in its life."

Pastoral Statement of U.S. Catholic Bishops on Handicapped People

Special Religious
Education Programs :'

Organizational
Considerations and
Effective Teaching

Techniques
Kathryn Jennings, OSB

n'November, 1978, the Catholic
Bishops of the United States after reflecting on the need of
evangelization and exploring the question of the "unchurched,"
issued the Pastoral Statement of US. Catholic Bishops on Handicap-
ped People. The bishops acknowled0d the Church's failure in the
past to fully incorporate people with handicaps into the life of the
Church. Many People with handicaps, especially those who were
developmentally disabled, were.seen as somehow apart from the
rest of us, not having the same needs to grow in the life of grace and
in the community. Baptism was considered essential for people who
were developmentally di§abled, and Eucharist might be permitted.
That was all that was thought necessary to assure heaven for them.
The need to learn how to live in the spirit of God, to choose light and
life, to cope with being "different," wasn't considered except by a
few. In viewing persons who are developmentally disabled as "titer-

.
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nal children" or "holy innocents" we have marginalized them,
denying them a place in the community with full access to the goods
of the communitya share in fellowship, in celebration, in religious
education, and in opportunities to serve others with their own gifts.
The bishops have challenged the Church to work "for a deeper
understanding of both the pain and potential" of our members who
have a handicap, and "to expand the Church's healing ministry' to

these people." (Pastoral Statement) .

Our biShops have stated: "Catechesis for handicapped individuals
must be geared in content and method to their particular situation.
Specialized catechesis should help them interpret the meaning of
their lives and should give witness to Christ's presence in the local

community in ways they can understand and appreciate." In the
National Catec' helical Directory, the bishops go .into more detail in
outlining an approach to specialized catechesis.

Using both the Pastoral Statement of U.S. Catholic Bishops on
Handicapped People and the National CatecheticalDirectory,I will ex-
plOre ways that a parish or 'diocese may begin a special religious
education program for people who are developmentally disabled.
There are five areas that need to be considered at either the parish
or diocesan level as we initiate special religious education. They in-
clude awarenesss assessment, catechist formation, programs, and

celebration.

Awareness

"The . parish is the door to participation for handicapped in-
dividuals, and it is the responsibility of the pastor and lay leaders to
make sure the door is always open..." (Pastoral Statement) In r

initiating special religious education, we need the support of the
piiests and leaders of our parishes so that they may assist us in our

lask*of educating the community.
Hearing about the religious needs of people who are develop-

mentally disabled will be new for many. We never thought too
much about the religious needs of these peopl because we just
didn't think about people who were deyelo entally disabled
much. But in the last ten years, legislation inv ving least restrictive
environment, free public education, and de' stitutionalization have
brought people who are developMentally disabled into Our com-
munities, our schools, and our parishes. As we have grown in

awareness of the social and educational needs of people who are '
developmentally disabled, we are now coming to realize that they
alsO share with all people a need 'for, and a way of living and re-
sponding to God.
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SPECIAL RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The loving response to a loving Father becomes possible as we
hear the Word, and see it lived by those who surround us. But how
will a person hear the Word, unless someone is sent to share it?

Many people who are developmentally disabledthave never heard
the Good News. Ounitask, and that of the whole community, is to
explore ways to make the Word 'available to them also. .

In beginning this process, certain premises are essential: 1) God
loves and accepts us as we are; 2) mental development is not pro-
portionate to spiritual capacity; 3) people who are developmentally
disabled can make choices; they can grow in love and they can fail in
love; 4) they need instruction and support to help shape their deci-
sions; 5) they should be taught what they are capable of learning;
and 6) they need feelings of self-worth and acceptance in order to
realize their own capabilities.

As we educate' the. parish leaders to the religious needs of
developmentally disabled parish members, it is important to lead
them also to an appreciation of the gifts these parishioners bring to
the community. The community must not sell itself short by limit-
ing those who can bring it life.

The NationarApo.stolate with Mentally Retarded Persons has de-
veloped a slide-tape presentation, "Special to GodSpecial to Us,"
based 9n the Bishops' Pastoral Statement. It is helpful in educating
parish'councils and other groups in a parish to the needs of persons
with handicaps and how to make the Pastoral Statementdynamic in

our local parish.
Awareness of people who are developmentally disabledtheir

needs and their giftswill grow as we continue in our joy and en-
thusiasm. Others in our parishes will be excited about the possibil-
ity of giving to and receiving from people who are deyelopmentally

disabled. In that exchange, community will be strengthened.

Assessment

"If the participation of handicapped persons and their'families is
to be real and meaningful, the parish must prepare itself to receive
them. The preparation might begin with a census aimed at identify-
ing parishioners and those with no church affiliation who. have
si nificant disabilities." (Pastoral Statement).

nce a parish acknowledges its responsibility to begin, a special
reli mus education program, the next step is to locate the children
and youth who could benefit from such a program.

One initial approach is to research the number and size of special
education classes, sheltered workshops, group homes and institu-
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tions in the. area. The results of this study will give an indication of
\ the need. But the numbers alone don't reveal who the people are,

the degree of handicap, and whether or not the person could benefit
rom regular religious education. That information calls for more

personal contact.
It is important-to check with the pastor to get the names of-fam-

ilies who have a daughter or son who is developmentally disabled
and invite them to share their needs and hopes for special religious
education. Every family seems to know a \few others, and word
spreads that special programs are beginning. 0

The parish bulletin is an effective means for seeking out our
special students. An example might be as follows:

"In order that we as a parish may better meet the religious
education needs of our children and youth who are
developmentally disabled, please fill in the bottom portion
and place in th ollection basket.

NaMe Age

Address
Type of Handicap
Person filling out form:
Parent Self Qther

The local Association for Retaride itizens, as well as other
special groups, will also allow anno cements regarding special re-
ligious eduation to be printed in eir newsletters.

As an awareness of the special ograms grows, the child en and
youth needing special religious education will come forward. I
not uncommon to begin a class with three students and at the endrf
the first year to have twenty, arid more with each passing year

t Durinehe-initial stages of seeking out our students with handi-
caps, it is essential to become acquainted with dioceshn programs
and policies regarding special religious education as well as regular
religious education. The special programs should incorporate as
many of the elements of the regular programs, and be as like them
as,it is possible without diminishing the aspects needed to serve the
special needs of the students.

The bishops caution us "that great c re should. be taken to avoid
further 'rlation of handicapped peopl through these pr grams."
(National Catechetical Directory) The tension betwee ecialization
and integration is real. Some of our children can integrated into
the regular program .with some allowance e for their particular

Phone
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disability. Others may be integraled with some adaptation in mate-
rials. But others may need to be in a small\group, or even have their
own teacher, because, their learning style; ttention span, and pre-
vious religious experience is so unique. It is t is latter group that we
are considering here.

Assessment, like awareness, is ongoing. eriodically the parish
might re-run the survey in the bulletin, and m announcements
from the pulpit about the special classes. When the\ arish conducts
its census, theersons involved might share wit families the
special services available in the parish and note spec' 1 needs that
are shared or that they observe. One thing is certain, eery person
has the right to hear the Word spoken so they may be le to re-
spond in their own way. It is a responsibility and privileg to lead
others to this response, and we 'must continually search ou those
who are unable to participate in regular programs and prow c for.
them.

Catechist Formation
In.beginning special religious education programs we need to fin

catechists and offer them the courses needed to communicate the.
Word effectively. "Those involved In special catechetical programs
sliould receive the training needed to' perform their particular
ddties." (National Catecheticql Directory) There are many sources of
volunteerslocal high schools and colleges,. and youth groups. In
addition to these, there are parishioners who would welcome the
opportunity to teach in special religious education.

For groups that are sources of catechists, it is important to get on
their agendas and present the program, the needs, and the contribu-
tion that the catechists may make.

The catechist can be a very important person to help the handi-
capped person feel a sense of belonging. But a "warm body" is not
enough. The catechists need skills and sensitivities to share Jesus
with disabled persons, and a catechist formation program is essen-
tial. This training may, be pre-service or in-service. It really depends
on which would best suit the program. A catechisyformatiOn pro-
gam may include sessions on 1) psychological anIrreligiou devel-
opment; 2) lesson planning, curriculum, and teaching techniques; 3)

sacramental preparation; and 4) liturgy and prayer. Most dioceses
have a 45-60 hour basic catechist.course. Some divide that into 25
hours basic and 25 hours specialization. The specialization areas in-

clude aspects of special education.
Getting the word out calls for a parish bulletin announcement

such as the following:
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Want to share your faith with our children and adults who.
. 4 are mentally retarded? Catechist formation is being offered

at ° 1/4-1 or six

co &Wive Monday's beginning September 24, from 7:00
. p i to 10:00 pm. We need YOU! For further information call

II

If there is a diocesan consultant for special education, then the
training is probably coordinated through that office. If there is no
diocesan resource person, then the organizer of the parish special
religious education may need to seek out diocesan and community
resource personnel to address the area of special catechist forma-
tion. Further ideas on a catechist formation program are included in
another chapter of this book:

Program
"The goal of special religious education is to present Christ's love

and teaching to each handicapped person in as full and rich a man-
ner as he or she can assimmilate." (National Catechetical Directory)

To achieve this goal challeng4s the ingenuity and commitment of
the community and especially of the catechists., In the beginning the
program, consideration must be given to the place, the curriculum,
and the use of our time together.

The setting of our classes 1s important. For whether it is a claSs-
room, a parish center or an empty room, for the time that we are
there it needs to become a holy place, a place where we can pray,
talk about Jesus and his Good News and celebrate with one another.
Usually the place where we meet needs some help to become this
holy place, so we engage in furniture moving and redecorating to
create the environment. Space is important, with distractions at a
minimum. A pl-ayer table with a bible; a candle, and flowers may
serve as the focal point for our time together to share prayer with
the group. The place for the lesson can be in another place in the
room, using desks or tables and chairs.

The curriculum we use is 'individualized so that the mysteries
which constitute the content of belief for the Christian community
are taught at the level a d in the manner (hat is understandable to

,the developmentally disc child. What are these mysteries? God
is our Father, who sent Jesu to show us how to love one another.
Jesus shares himself with usoin the Eucharist. Jesus died and came
back to life again. Prayer, sacraments, liturgy are all seen within
this context.

There are some resources that are written specificaryforlel-
opmentally disabled children and y'oLth and there are others which

,..\ . .
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are easily adapted. Whatever curriculum you choose for your pro-
gram.will still need to be adapted for your students, for each one
brings his or her own unique learning style, etteqion'spanland relig-
ious experience. You may want to consider'any curriculum and its
adaptation from the following. points: Is it individualized? Is it
sequential? Does it utilize the senses? Is it pfactical? '

Preparatioh for OUP teaching requires prayer, reflection, and
time. Look over the lesson, think throug& th material to select the
one clear idea you want the child to take with him or her. Is that one
clear idea important in your Own faith journey? Of what significance
will it be for your student?

The -lesson, may be approached in the follcwing four steps:
I) Readiness what must the child know or be able to do in order to
gr,s e concept I'm teaching? 2) Motivationwhat will I do to
make the student want to 'path this lesson? 3) Presentationhow
will I explain 14e,lesson, what methods will 1 use? 4) Comprehen-

--sion how wffrdetermine if the child understood the lesson?
This approach is part-of the Journey With Jesus model (Haskett,

Cardinal Sfritylr College, Milwaukee) but it is good pedagogy that
should be used no matter which curriculum we choose.

Preparation completed, room in order, and teaching materials
read it is time to welcome our students. As the children arrive we
usual begin with a welcome and some songs, allowing about
fifteen minutes to.share the events of the past week, and gradually
lead into a prayer which becomes the introduction to the week's
lesson. Then the students move to their lesson place with their
teacher. Some children are in small groupstwo or threeand
others have their own teacher. The lesson lasts about fifteen
minutes, with ten more minutes for an activity to reinforce the con-

1 cept taught. This may take-the form of drama, art, a puppet show, a
letter, a walk outdoors. Then the whole group assembles again at
the prayer table where each shares what he or she learned and did
during the lesson. A prayer is offered by each member of the com-
munity thanking, loving, seeking Gqd's help for the week ahead.

The parents meet the catechists for a few minutes at the end of
class to talk about the child's lesson and how they may continue the
lesson during the week. The whole program lasts one hour, but the
activities and movement from one place to another breaks the hour
into fifteen minute segments.

In sharing Jesus with our developmentally disabled children all of
the things stated before are importantplace, time, curriculum,

' and of course preparation. But the most important is the catechist.
The catechist needs to focus on the essentials of faith, to perceive
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the depth in the simple, to be sensitive to the symbols that will teach
and awaken faith in the disabled person. Yet without any teaching
aids or lesson plan we teach about Jesus and his love from the
moment Nye meet our student. We are an incarnation. The joy, the
enthiisiasm, the love we have-{reaches immediately that the child is
good. Our qpenness to receive from our students reaffirms them in
their own giftedness. We mus(surely believe iii our students so that
they may believe in themselves. And in everything we must be
gentle and have a sense of humor, for being Christian is a joyful way
of life.

Jean Vanier sums up the role of the catechist in this way: "There
will not be, and cannot be, any transmission of the spirit, any trans-
mission of the world of,love and knowledge of Jesus Christ unless
we are living this to the full, to a,plentitude, because you cannot fool

handicapped people."
The unity for which Jesus prayed will becbme more imminent as

we reach out in love and respect to our brothers'rothers and sisters who are
disabled and receive back from them a revelation of Jesus Christ.

Celebration

Just as catechesis for persons who have developmental dis-
abilities requires some special adaptation's, we must also adapt the
ways in which we celebrate liturgy. We must be sensitive to the
special needs of these persons and make those changes which en-
courage meaningful participation. "Masses (and all other sacra-
mental celebrations for handicapped people) require special adapta-
tion. Many mentally retarded persons, respond profoundly to con-
crete visual -symbol and gesture. Their liturgical celebrations
should use Nor, art, and music, with less emphasis on verbal ex-
pressions of\faith." (National Catechetical Directory, #138)

Our celebrhtion should be clear and simple and personal; nojess
personal than Jesus was as he shared with, loved, and touched those
people to whoM he brought the message of his Father's love. In the
expression of our faces, our hands, and our whole bodies we should
reflect the love hand joy that we feel in the message of love that we
share.

Some notable features of adapted liturgy are: processions, music
and gesture, simplified scripture, and dialogue homilies.

Processions
"The processional entrance of the children or adult with the

priest may help them to experience a sense of the communion that
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is thus constituted. The participation of at least some children in the
procession with the book of gospels makes clear the presence of
Christ who announces His \Avid to the people." (Direct() ly for
Masses withChildren, #34)

Entrance processions allow for more participation in the liturgy.
The children may, bring in a banner which was made in class ,and
which depicts the theme of_the Mass.,Two children carry candles on
either side of the cross-bearer, and another brings in the lectionary.
The reverence and the symbols communicate a sense of the holy to
all participating. After the lectionary is placed on the lectern, and
the candles are placed on either side, the children take their places
i4 the sanctuary.

During thoffertory procession the candle bearers join the cele-
brant in receiving the gifts. At this time the altr is prepared for the
Eucharist. Altar cloth, flowers, linens are brought up in procession,
and the table is set. Then the gifts of bread, and chalicerand wine
and water are brought upland given to the priest. The 'candle bear-
ers place the candles on the altar and the liturgy of the Eucharist
begins.

Music and+Gesture

"Singing is of great importance in all celebrations, but it-is to be
especially encouraged in, every way for Masses celebrated with

.children." (Directory for Masses with Children, #30)
Music and singing are important in helping to create a real sense

of joy and celebration. We need to-choose songs artfully to suit the
theme of the celebration and also the people who are celebrating.

Melodies and words must be simple to invite and encourage Hiller
participation. IT there is reiietition,of a simple regain,. then people
can participate more easily.

Whenever possible, geStures should accompany our songs. Be-
cause many persons with developmental disabilities are speech im-
paired, 'combining gesture with song gives meaning to the words.
Natural kestureg such as clapping, shaking hands, and holding
hands can easily fit the meaning of a word Or phrase in a sonztext.

Simplified Scripture

"If three or even two readings on Sunday or weekdays can be
understood by children only with difficulty, it is permissible to read
two or only one of them, but the reading of the gospel should never
be omitted." (Direchiry for Masses with Children, #42)

Using only the gospel at Mass makes it possible to focus on one 0.

lesson and draw out the children's respOnse to that good, news.
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In simplifying the scriptures great care should be taken that the
meaning of the texts is intact. There are several lectionaries for

children, as well as gospel readings prepared specifically for cele-
brations with developmentally disabled persons.

Dialogue Homily

"S(simetimes the homily for children should become a dialogue
with them, unless it is preferred that they should listen in silence."
(Directory fin. Masses with Children, #48)

The active participation of the children in the homily makes it a
time of teaching. It draws the participants into the lesson and
makes the word alive. As the children are led by the homilist to
reflect on the who and when and why of the Uospel story, they can
be brought to the realization that each of us can be like Jesus in our

own life. Making the message personal, and responding in thanks-
giving and conversion, is after all the goal of teaching.

Opportunities for Faith-Sharing

There are other celebrations and other components ofcatechesis
we need to make available to people with developmental diS7
abilities. "We all struggle With life. As we carry on this struggle in a

, spirit of mutual love, we build a community of interdependent peo-
ple and discover the kingdon of God in our midst." (Pastoral State-

ment) ...
Prayer groups can come together regularly to share prayer and

companionship. These groups should be composed of disabled and
non-disabled people. The prayer meetings consist of a time of

prayer, scripture reading and discussion, activity, and sheiring a
meal or refreshments.

Retreats for people with disabilities allow them the time and
leisure to deepen their relationship with God and grow in faith.

People with disabilities need to be invited to existing parish pro-

grams and organizations so that they may experience Christian
community.

Sharing of Gifts
Finally, developmentally disabled. people need to serve the com-

munity. "When we think of handicapped People in relation to minis-

try, we tend automatically to think of doing. something for them:
We do not reflect that they can do something with and for us."
(Pastoral Statement)

Developmentally disabled persons can serve the parish communi-
ties as acolytes, ushers members of the choir, etc. Each person (and
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that includes persons with disabili;:ies) has a unique contribution to
make to the community. The gifts are as varied and as numerous as
those who possess them.

People who are developmentally disabled serve as prophets in our
midst calling us to become gentler, kinder, warmer. They remind
us that love matters more than time, more than achievement, more
than self.

Kathryn Jennings, OSB, is Director of Services for Disabled
People, Catholic Community Services, Diocese of San Diego.
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"Prejudice starts with llw simple perception of difference,
whether that difference is physical or psychological. Doren

through !he ages, people have tended to intedIrel these
differences in crude moral terms."

Pastoral Statement of U.S. Catholic Bishops on Handicapped People

INIMINIM111

Some Thoughts on
Mainstreaming,

Brigid O'Donnell

REACTIONS TO MAINSTREAMING

What comes to mind when you think of the word "mainstream-
ing?" If you're a volunteer or a professional, more than likely you
have a strong reaction, positive or negative.

If your reaction is positive, please read on. The following pages
may reinforce what you already know or what you've experienced.

If you reacted negatively, don't skip this section of the book!
Mainstreaming can be an enriching experience rather than a frus-.
trating one. What follows may help you overcome your skepticism,
or help you look at a past situation from a different perspective.

You may be afraid that if you begin to look at mainstreaming your
special religious education class may dwindle. That's very possible,
depending on the youth and adults you serve. But there will always
be'youth and adults who are disabled who cannot be mainstreamed
and will need specialized programs. The important thing is to pro-
vide the best catechesis for each person, whatever form that may
take.

You may be saying, "We've tried mainstreaming in the past, ztrid
it doesn't work." That may be true, but it's also true that many
children needing some specialized instruction have simply been
dumped into regular religious education classes and have either
dropped out or simply become passive (or aggressive) participants
because they can't comprehend the material. Read some of the sug-
gestions in this chapter before you send mainstreaming to an early.
grave.
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A common reaction to the word "mainstreaming" is "I don't
kn,.,w." By the end of this chapter you should be able to change that

phrase to "Perhaps I'll try."

w tiAT IT IS AND ISN "I'

Mainstreaming. is:
meeting individual needs of personS who are disabled;
providing special help when necessary (e.g. sign language);
having special materials or devices to assist learning (e.g.
books in large print or Braille);
using teacher aids in the learning environment to help .

individuals;
having the youth who is disabled do as much as possible with

youth in the regular religioqs education class;
finding the least restrictive environment in which a person can

learn about and experience. Gal;
enabling students to interact with a person who is disabled;
recognizing that in the People of God all are called to learn, to
form community, to worship, to be of service.

Mainstreaming is not:-
placing a person who is disabled in a regular religious educa-
tion class with no additional help and expecting him or her to feel

comfortable and to learn;
7focusing all the attention on the person who is disabled so that
others in the clags feel resentment or cannot learn at their pace

and level of understanding;
allowing the person who is disabled to dominate the learning

situation;
expecting everything to go smoothly each time you Meet;

asking an inexperienced volunteer to take a person who is
disabled into his or her class;
having the same expectation level for all students in the class;.
undertaking the challenge without involving parents and pro-
fessionals, who work with 'the disabled person.

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

The key phrase for you to remember is least restrictive environ-

ment. It may seem like a big term, but actually it's very simple:
Given any person who is disabled, the following questions need to

be asked:
Where can he or she learn best?
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How can that learning best happen?
With What resources can it be (lone?
By Whom and with Whom can it be accomplished?

This could be a checklist as you work with any individual. It may
be someone in a special education class whom you think could be
mainstreamed, or it may be someone in a regular class who seems
to need something more. The answersto the questions will be dif-
ferent for each class, and it will take time and some combined ef-
forts before you make any decisions. The next section of this chap-
ter will give you some more guides to help your decision-making
process. But first, let's look at some situations. Using the guide
questions and drawing upon your own situation, decide what is the
least restrictive environment for the following youngsters.

Keith
Keith is blind, is ten years old, and has been enrolled in the special

religious education class for three years. He is articulate and reads
Braille well. His one-on-one learning experiences have helped him
to prepare for both Eucharist and Reconciliation. Now he seems
bored with the program which serves children who are mentally
retarded.

Angie

Angie is fifteen and mildly mentally retarded. She goes to special
classes in the high school but joins the other kids for home econom-
ics, physical education, and band. Her family just moved to your
parish, and her parents are inquiring about religious education.
Angie was in a special education class in her other parish and has
received the Eucharist but not Reconciliation or Confirmation.

Tom

Tom is a fifth grader. He never seems to follow what's going on in
youf religious education class. He's having some problems in school

' and at home too, you discover. His parents have him tested and dis-
cover he has a hearing loss in both ears. They wonder if he should
join your special education class or stay in the fifth grade. 'He has
average intelligence.

Emily

Emily is five years old and has Down's Syndrome. Her mother
wants to enroll her in a religious education class. She wonders if
Emily should be in the special education class or in the pre-school
program.
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There are many more situations that could be illustrated, but just

these four indicate that the decisions aren't clear-cut. ,So much
depends upon the individual and the resources that are available.
But it should be apparent that the answer isn't always "join the
special education program!"- The next section will give you more
suggestions of what to consider in mainstreaming.

HOW DOES ONE DECIDE?

In addition to the where, how, with what, when, by whom and
with whom, there are other indicators for or against main-
streaming.

begre.e of Disability

Persons who are slow learners or mildly mentally retarded are
likely candidates for mainstreaming. So too are persons who are
hearing impaired or deaf but who., can read lips fairly well, persons

who are blind or visually impaired, persons who are mobility im-

paired or who have cerebral palsy_This does not mean that they
should be mainstreamed, because degree of disability is not the only

factor.
Persons who are moderately to profoundly mentalfy retarded,

persons who use sign language or those with severe emotional dis-
turbance may' be less likely to be mainstreamed, though partial
mainstreaming, which will be discussed later, is possible.

Age of Person

A young child who is mentally retarded is more easily main-
streamed with his or her peers than one who is older. Tasks are not
complex and much of the learning experience is riot "head-
oriented." A teenager who, is retarded may have a more difficult
time entering a high school class on sexuality, for example, but also
does not belong with the second graders, which is where his or her

cognitive ability lies.

Size of Perso9

Size relates somewhat to age. You know how out of place a tall
twelve year old woUld feel with eight year olds, but if the twelve

year old were quite "s''-mall, it might work. Again, size isn't the only
criterion and must be considered with all the other factors.

Parents' Desires

9 Since parents are the primary educators- of their children, they
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have the ultimate responsibility for how their children learn. They
also spend the most time with their children and should be aware of
the best situation in which they can learn. This does not mean, how-
ever, that parents are infallible or that they may not choose what is
more convenient for them rather than what their children need.

Always have a conference with parents and carefully consider
their feelings and opinions before Making your own decision.

School Sittukjtion

If a child is mainstreamed in the public school, that may be a good
indicator for looking into mainstreaming him or her in religious
education. The extent of mainstreaming needs to be considered.

The child's homeroom teather in public school is a must as a
reference before making any moves in the religious education pro-
gram. The teacher, plus teachers of the classes in which the child is
mainstreamed, will provide, valuable insights into what to expect of
the child as well as specific skills or teachingitips that--work. These
professionals have far nide contact and expertise in working with
this student, and usually are more than willing to talk with a volun-
teer teacher. Don't start from scratch when you may be able to
avoid misunderstandings and frustration with some extra know-
ledge.

Volunteer Teacher
The inexperienced volunteer is not theperson to choose if you

want to mainstream a special education student. Such a person has
enough to do without adding someone who needs special help.

The experienced volunteer need not have a special education
background (though that could be useful), but should have a sense
of integrity and confidence in his or her teaching ability. The volun-
teer should always be consulted before placing a special education
child in the class. The teacher should also have as much information

' as possible about the student, in order to integrate the child as best
as possible.

Depending upon the level, a teacher aide may be needed for the
best mainstreaming to happen.

The Other Students
More than likely the other children will know that the special

education student has a disability. They may go to the same school,
or the disability may be noticeable to everyone. The rule of thumb is

to make all students feel as comfortable as possi le. Depending on
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the age of the student, you may want to spend some class time talk-

ing about disabilities in general; all of us are disabled in some way.

You may want to ask for specific help from the students for those
who are disabled. Or you may want to allow the special education
student to be part of the class with as little attention as possible.

Be sure that the presence of the special student does not severely

deter the spontaneity or progress of the other students. If behavior

or the learning adaptations prove to he detrimental to the class, the

situation needs to be reassessed.

The Student

In the midst of the proti;ss, don't lose sight of the child. How does

he or she feel about being mainstreamed? What are this child's ex-
pectations of self, others in the class, and the teacher?

Will it be detrimental for this child to be at the bottyrn of the class

and perhaps frustratedor will this be the extra challtjjge he or she
needs? Would it be better for this person to be in a special education
class and therefore have a chance to be at the "top" and perhaps
assist others who are disabled? .

The answers are different for each child and each situation. The
most important thing is to use your common sense and intuition

along with the data you have.

PARTIAL MAINSTREAMING

So far the discussion has focused on total mainstreaming in a reli-

gious education program. There are some other possibilities of par-

tial mainstreaming.

Sacramental Preparation. and Celebration

The child who is disabled may be able to use the same sacramen-

tal preparation materials as his or her brothers and sisters. Often
this preparation is undertaken by parents with some reinforcement
by the religious education, teacher. This could be a way to help the
child be more integrated in the family, even though he or she may

he in a special religion class.
Celebration of sacraments should happen with the parish com-

munity regardless of the type of preparation. No matter how dis-
abled the individual is, that person is equal to everyone in the family

of God.

Music

Sometimes religious education programs have music at a specific
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time where all assemble or individual grades meet, Students from
the speciatcducation class can be mainstreamed into this t&ivity
without too much difficulty,

Eucharistic Celebrations
When religious education classos plan Eucharistic celebrations,

the special education class should be included whenever possible. It
may simply be an invitation to come, but it could also include par-
ticipation as a banner carrier, a gift bearer, etc.

Retreats/Youth Ministry Programs
Teenage students who are disabled may be able to participate in

junior or senior high retreats. Don't dismiss it as impossible; it could
work!

Other parts of a youth ministry program, especially the social
aspects (dances, hayrides, etc.) are also chances for mainstreaming,
The biggest obstacle is remembering to include students who are
disabled.

Family-Centered Programs
Some parishes offer programs where the entire family comes to

learn together. What better way for the child who is disabled to be
in the mainstream!

Each program is different. If families stay together for the entire
experience, the family takes on the biggest role. If the group divides
by age levels during the time.period, just provide a teacher(s) for the
children who are disabled.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE MAINSTREAMING TEACHER

Know the child's strengths and weaknesses. Teach to or use the
streftgth.
Try to teach at the child's ability. This will be difficult because
you have several other students and you're not a professional
teacher. But kr -w the level at which the child can succeed and put
your expectations there.
Use positive reinforcement. Find the things the child can do well,
and praise the child for thtse things. Don't punish for mistakes or
point out things which are done wrong.
Avoid comparing children. More often than not this is done un-
consciously, and not just with disabled children. Try to appreciate
each child. Abilities vary, and each one has something special to
offer.
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Arrange tlw environment to minimize distractions. This won't be
easy because the room you use isn't your own. But try to be organ-
ized; have only necessary items on desks, etc. -

.Use materials that are miitivating, such as bright colors, simple,
uncluttered pictures, clay, etc., depending on the grade level.

Try to cut clown on noise that isn't necessary.
-7 Establish guidelines for behavior with the entire class. Record
them and keep them for future reference. Be consistent in carrying

out these guidelines.
Structure your class so students ow what to expect. That
drsn't mean rigidity but consistency. his procedure should'
reduce anxiety for everyone.
Try to keep words at a minimum. Speak slowl itud--distinctly and

encourage students to do the same.
Give visual clues when you can, such as gestures, writing on the
board, using an overhead projector.
Give children enough time to formulate answers. Ask them to
take time for thinkintg before answering. This will enable sloWer
children to participate more fully in discussions.
Use audio-visuals, but use them well, not as a time-filler.
Let children help each other. This is healthy for everyone, a com-
munity-building experience rather than competition., Cooperatiori
will enable each one to learn better.
Have parents preview the material to be covered in class. For in-

stance, if you'll be discussing Chapter 3, ask the parents to read it
with their child before'you cover it. They should highlight, circle or

erline key words and concepts, write notes in the margin to help
the child remember what was read: If there are discussion ques-
tions, let the child write down some ideas to use in the discussion.
Find out' whether tht disabled child is on medication that could
affect behavior or attention. You can't do anything about it, but the
information will help you to understand the child better.
Try to set mutual expectations with the child who is disabled. Ask
the child what he or she can or can't do well. Check in periodically
during the year for a "progress report" for both of you.
Ask questions of the child, the parents, the teacher. Some ques-

tions can only be answered by direct contact, not by general prin-
ciples such as those given here.

It's not so important for you to know correct terminology or to lbe

able to assess the cause of a disability. Talk with parents. Contact
the child's teacher(s) at schocl. Don't try to discover on your own
what others have spent many hours to discern.

Above all, remember your limitations! You are not the child's main
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teacher. Zero in on only those things he or she will need to function
well in your class. You have this student for a very short time each
week or month. You cannot accomplish what an experienced class-
room teacher or parent can do. But what you do to make the reli-
gious learning eperience easier for the child who is disabled is very
important. In fact, your caring may be the most significant aspect of
,your leaching.

EVALUATION

Because you're handling something more than the ordinary, you
should never feel compelled to continue at all .costs. You may not be
able to cope with the extra responsibility of a mainstreamed child
with a disability. Or the class may not be 'benefitting from the
child's' presence. The disabled child may not belearning or may feel
rejected, etc.

If any of these situations occur, don't thini: of it as a failure. There
, are some things you just aren't able to change.

Schedule uo at least two evaluationsmid-year and end of the
year. Be honest about what's happening. That means everyone
child, parents, teacher. But don't give up before you'v'e given itia
fair chance!

WHAT ABOUT ADULTS?

This chapter has dealt mainly with mainstreaming children- in
religious education programs. 'I'o talk about mainstreaming adults
into parish life would require another chapter. There's a long way to
go before that goal is reached, and there are as many possibilities as
your imagination can create,

CONCLUSION

Go back to the situations on page 61 and see if you've had any
new insights,about youdecisions,Better yet, write down your own
situations and see whether mainstreaming is a viable alternative for
one or some,of y'ur students. It's not an easy way out of providing
special help, but a creative, challenging endeavor.

Brigid O'Donnell is Coo. rdinator for Special Religious Education
in the Archdiocese of SL PaullMinneapolis. She was previously an

. associate di4ictor for special religious education for the diocese of
Madison, Wisconsin.
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-Pastoral Statement of H.S. 1...%itholie Bishops on I lantlicapped People

Commtmicating Jesus
to Non-Verbal

Developmentally
Disabled Persons

Betty Britschgi

esus came in all his humanity
to show us the Father. His life was sign and sacrament of the
Father's love fOr us. Jesus asks that we be his sacrament, his sign of
love for each other, His life is extended through us to all whom we
touch. We become signs of love, signs of Jesus' and oF Father's
love.

Our challenge in communicating Jesus to non-verbal develop-
mentally disabled persoris is great. Their dignity must always be
respected and their fullest potential sought with esteem, love and
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patience as our guides. The severe speech problems of many devel-

opmentally disabled persons and their subsequent difficulty with
expressing their own simple needs, wants and understanding only
increases our challenge to listen, learn and love. We must show
Jesus to them in ways they can see, feel, hear and understand. The
Word was made flesh through Jesus so that we could understand.
And so must his word become flesh in us so that others will under-
stand through us about our Father's love.

Language Development

Communication is an exchange of thoughts and feelings between

persons. Language includes every means of communication in

which thoughts and feelings are symbolized so as to convey mean-

ing to Others. Language includes such different forms of communi-

cation as speaking, writing, sign language, facial expression,
gesture, pantomime, and art. (Hurlock, 1978, p. 162).

For many years, the programs for language development among
developmentally disabled persons have concentrated on verbal lan-

guage development. This approach has proven successful for a

large number of disabled persons. However many are not success.

ful at learning verbal communication even after years of therapy

and various training attempts (Levett, 1969). Speech is a motor
mental skill. It is the most difficult expressive language skill to
master because of its mental aspect (Hurlock, p. 162).

A non-verbal person has no speech. However, a non--;irbal per-

son has what is defined as non-verbal ability. It is the power or

sPecial skill to perform an act or task, physical or mental, not in-
volving the use .of words; for example, mechanical ability (Gross-

man, p. 151). There is a slight difference between the terms non;
verbal and low verbal. Low verbal means a person may Ilse three or

four word, phrases to communicate. The spoken words iliay be dis-

torted in their pronunciation and therefore difficult to understand.
A person who has low verbal ability does have a little word power

when he or she speaks (Hunter, 1978, p. 4). In reality, however,
there is very little difference between non-verbal and low verbal

persons because both engage in a lot of non-verbal communication.
In order to appreciate the abilities which non-verbal developmen-

tally disabled persons have to communicate, we must look at the
three basic levels of language development which occur for all
children. These are inner., language, receptive language and ex-

pressive language.
A very young child will understand through experience, the func-

tion of many things in his or her environment without knowing the
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name of these various objects. This is known as inner language. It is
that stage of language development in which a child learns to under-
stand and manipulate his environment but not understand the sym-
bols (words or names) given to represent things in his evnironment
(Adler, 1964, p. 11). Hence a child understands through experienc-
ing his or her immediate environment that "this" is for sleeping,

-"this" is for eating, "t is" is for drinking, etc., without associating
any symbols (words) t any particular thing or action.

Receptive language follows this inner language stage when the
child associates the meaning of words with specific things, people
and actions. The receptive language of children can be easily as-
sessed by asking the child to do certain tasks (e.g. "Tommy, bring
'Daddy the ball"). Receptive language is dependent upon a, child's
experiences and his or her understanding of words. A child may
have a very high receptive language level (understanding a vocabu-
lary of 100 words or more) and yet not be able to speak. (Grossman,
P. 156)

Expressive language is the ability to communicate with others.
Expressive language forms include every means of communication:
speaking, writing, sign language, gesture, facial expression, panto-
mime, art, touch, motoric communication (Grossman, p. 137).
Speech is only pne form of expressive language. The others are all ..
non-verbal means of expression.

These levels of language deVelopment can then be applied to a
non-verbal developmentally disabled person and in so doing we can
establish some guideposts to help us in assessing his or her learning
characteristics. This assessment of learning characteristics will
assist us in our teaching.

What inner language does the individual demonstrate? Does the
person operate with some degree of knowing things in his or her en-
vironment? Is this done without associating names or words with
anything? This is inner language.

What is the individual's receptive language? How much is he or
she able to understand of the spoken word? W' individual's
receptive language vocabulary? (Ten words- words?) Recep-
tive language refers only to the vocabulary a person can under-
stand. -a

What expressive language do you observe in this non-verbal indi-
vidual? Is the person expressive through writing, sign language,
facial expression, gestures, art or touching? All of these are non-
verbal means of communication. It is necessary to listen and ob-
serve the language bein: d in his or her attempts to communi-
cate.
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What sorts of gross and fine motor skills does the person have?.
Does the person like to draw? Is this a mecliuM for his or her expres-
sion? All these avenues for non-verbal expression must be explored
in order to help the individual to grow, to mature in life as well as in

faith.
Self-expression is a fundamental need of each person. Hor dis-

abled people who cannot express their own personal needs and
wants, the burden of their handicap is increased. To the extent that
we provide non-verbal persons with occasions for self-expreSsion,
we develop their personality and provide opportunities for them to
give of themselves. This freedom of expression gives us a 'precious
occasion to know these persons and to enter into real contact with
each individual, helping them also to experience faith.

Communicating With Gesture

The language of gestures is as unlimited as one's creative
imagination will allow. A simple nod or smile, as well as the more

-complex movements of sign language are all included in what,,is
termed gestural language. The range. of expressive ability of
gestures is therefore very broad.

Natural gestures are common to most people's experience:
clenching our fists in anger
:facial expressions of happy and sad
waving at a friend
clapping our hands with excitement
hugging someone we love

It's necessary to cultivate our abilities to express more in these
ways. We must become more visible in all we try to communicate.
In the expression of our faces, our hands, and our whole bodies we
should reflect the love and joy that we feel in the message of love
that we share. As we communicate with words, let us show what
these words mean by "acting out" or doing as we say. For example:
-A person greets someone saying; "Hi, Tommy. Boy am I glad to see
you. I missed you!" All of this is cypmunicated verbally and also
physically with smiles and hugs.

Likewise we are challenged to becblue more aware and sensitive
to gestures used by others, especially when they cannot speak; to
learn from individuals the meaning of their movements, whether it
be someone tugging at their pants to indicate a toileting need, hold-
ing a toy as an indication of wanting to play, or banging a dinner
plate to show "I'm hungry!" It takes time, trial and error to under-
stand some gestures. Not all are as simple as a nod or a smile. Some
severely disabled persons cannot move and they can only speak
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through their eyes. Deeply sensitive, patient, and loving we must be
to their "expressions" to us. With time and love we may come to
know what their byes are saying to us, because we have become
friends. Remember that as we set out earnestly to bring Jesus to
disabled persons we must be ever mindful and humbled by their re-
flection of Jesus to us.

Many non-verbal developmentally disabled persons have learned
to use sign language. Keep in mind the wide range of abilities
among developmentally disabled persons even among those who
are non-verbal. Consider the broad differences within this group
both mentally and physically. For example, take the task of spell-
ing. Some non-verbal developmentally disabled persons can spell
(mentally) and also fingerspell (manually), provided they are able.to
move their hands and have good finger dexterity. For others, fin-
gerspelling is impossible because they are not able to spell or
because they are too severely physically disabled.

Some non-verbal developmentally disabled persons have devel-
oped a signing vocabulary of 156 signs. Others have seemed to peak
in expressing themselves through sign with only'twenty-five signs
or less. The number of signs does not matter. What matters is that
people are expressing themselves.

There are several systems of sign language. Sign language is it-
self a generic term inclusive of several sign systems with some
overlapping gestures among them (Abbott, Algozzine, & Kirsch-
ner, 1.979). These sign language systems range from the more com-
plex nature of Ameslan to the concrete nature of Amerind. Learn-
ing signs should be within the scope of an individual's intellectual

%nd motor capabilities. With children or adults who are develop-
'mentally disabled, the capabilities they have to learn signs varies
with the degree of their handicap. Their's may primarily be a men-
tal handicap, which limits the sign language systems available for
their use and comprehension. A person may also have physical lirni-
tatiOns which must be considered. What finger dexterity does the
individual have? What are his or her manual skills?

Knowing there are some signs more complex than others, be
selective. Choose those signs which are simple and concrete enough
to be used effectively with and by the non-verbal developmentally
disabled person with whom you are communicating. And be crea-
tive to invent signs when you need to.

There is need to create religious signs which are visibly concrete
in symbolizing the realities they represent. The Eucharist is ead;
the chalice is a cup; the altar is a table. The bread, cup, and to le at
Mass all relate to the person of Jesus and the life and nourish lent
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he gives to us, his friends, as we come to his table. So therefore the
reference. for Eucharist shall be Jesus' bread. The chalice shall be
referred to tis Jesus' cup, and the altar shall be Jesus' table; and we,
the, members of his Church shall be Jesus' friends. Appropriate
signs or gestures to represent each must be invented.

Communicating With Drama

Tell a story and act it out. It's OK to talk about Jesus; it's better to
pretend that you are Jesus and act out the story you want to tell. Or
let your student be Jesus and let hir or her tell you what Jesus
would do. Someone can be a narrator and tell the story very simply
and slowly while you and your student act out the scene.

For more "high class" productions collect some remnants of

material and put them into an old suitcase. It magically becomes a
costume box guaranteed to help anyone look like Jesus or the
Blessed Mother.

Doing drama can he very simple and can involve the total person
in feeling part and expressing or demonstrating his or her un-
derstanding of a certain role. A nontverbal developmentally dis-

abled person may not be able to tell you who Jesus is but can show
you how kind, gentle and loving Jesus was to people. To role play a
story or a situation is a fun and convenient way to involve non-
verbal persons in hearing, seeing and also doing. Drama is a way of
"saying" by "doing."

CoMmunicating With Pictures

The use of pictures is essential. As a point of reference, a picture
can show what words can only speakof in our teaching. Pictures are
concrete. They help to hold attention and interest. They provide op-
portunity for student participation. For example, a student can ex-
press her answers by pointing to an appropriate picture when
asked, "Mary, point to the picture of Jesus.". From an assortment
of three or four different pictures a non-verbal, developmentally
disabled student can visually discriminate among the choices given
and respond with a pointing gesture to express what he or she
understands but cannot say.

Pictures can also help in teaching signs to your student. Using a
simple picture of Jesus, the catechist can point to the picture, then
sign and say "JESUS" simultaneously. The student can then begin

to learn the sign and its picture reference by first. imitating the
catechist's sign. Some visual reference is helpful when teaching
signS. Reinforcement in .lising the picture and sign together are im-

portant until the sign is learned.
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Art is another-means through which a non-verbal development-
ally disabled person may be capable of self-expression. To engage
the person in drawing can be a very effectiveinstniment. in religious
education as well. The person may like to draw their story about a
particular event or lesson which was shared.

Communicating With Music and Song

Music and singing are fun and motivating, and they help to create
a real sense of joy and celebration. Music is also a great teaching aid
with non-verbal developmentally disabled persons. A song can re-
peat and therefore reinforce a simple message without becoming
monotonous. Let's reitember that our children and adults who are
developmentally disabled enjoy the security of repetition. They can
listen to the same songs week after week and love it! So it is to our
advantage to use songs which are helpful teaching. aids as well as
fun to sing.

The words of a song are important toconsidecibecause melodies
ar (1 verses in their repetition easily become part of people's memo-
ries. In this way, songs can help to shape their perception of God, of .

Jesus, and of themselves. A refrain which repeats "Jesus is the Sons
of God our Father" has a great deal more benefit to students than /
"Jesus is the lily of the valley."

The language in songs should be meaningful. The words of a song
may be adapted for use with persons who are developmentally disf1

abled. The words of the original song text may be too numerous or
too difficult to understand. Or the words may be less than goOd in
terms of what they describe or refer to (example: "Jesus is the lily
of the valley"). If a song sounds hap with a simple melpdy, but
the words are too many or inappropria change them to suit the
needs of your students and your lessons. e creative!

Singing with non-verbal developmentally disabled persons is pos-
sible. It's nice when a few voices can blend together, but it's not
necessary. The. fun is in doing together, sounding and looking
happy together.

Gestures should accohlpany songs whenever possible. This
allows for non verbal persons to really participate in the singing
apart from just listening. Natural gestures such as clapping,
shaking hands, and holding hands can easily fit the meaning of a
word or phrase in a song text. An enjoyable way to learn signs is to
make them part of a song. Repetition is fun and easier with music.
Using gestures or signs with songs for Dersons who have develop-
mental disabilities is not to suggest that each word of a song must
be signed. This in fact becomes too complicated and the meaning of
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the simple verse can be lost in the confusing movement of hands
and 'arms. It is best to express in sign or gesture the main idea or
concept in each phrase of the song. The song and gesture should
move slowly enough to encourage meaningful expression.

Be selective. Choose songs which convey a gooArnessage, e.g.
God is our loving Father (not a king or judge), Jesus loves me, I am
special. A good song is a valuable teaching aid.

Communicating With Love

To feel the, welcome of a handshake, the caring of an embrace, or
the joy of a smile are'basic human needs. These gestures stimulate
a sense of belonging. Disabled persons need the warmth of our
friendship along with our message of faith and love. We must be
personal in sharing with them. Beyond the words we speak there
must be the love we show to complete the message of Good News.

Words have limited expressive ability. Words labor to express
the fullness of beauty, which is expressed and experienced more in

the movement of dance, the brushings of an artist, or the vision of
spring in full bloom. Words labor to express the fullness of love.
What says more of loving than the tears of Jesus at.the tomb of his
friend, Lazarus? What says more of loving than a little child reach-
ing for his daddy's arms and being swept into a belonging em-
bracewithout a word. Words labor to express the fullness of our
Father's love. The Word had to become flesh. God's love had to be
seen and felt in Jesus. God's love had to be made profoundly visible
in the ultimate sacrifice of the Son.

The love of Jesus can be perceived at many different levels of de-
velopment. However, we can teach a child love only by loving the
child. For any child to know and experience God's love, the child
must know and feel it through those to whom his or her care is en-
trusted. Developmentally disabled persons are even more depen-
dent on us to "show and tell" of our Father's love for them. We
must begin to see ourselves as the instruments who sign and sacra-
ment the Father's love as Jesus did.

Betty Britschgi is a Special RehXdoks Consultant for the diocese of
San Diego. She has an M.A. in Special Education Religions Educa-
firm 1.ronz Cardinal Stritth College in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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"The Church fully associated herself with the initiatives and
praise-worthy e/jorts being madein order to improve the

situation of the disabled, and she intends to make her own
specific contribution thereto."

Document of the Holy See for the International Vu. )1 Disabled Persons .

A Formation Program for
Volunteer Catechists
Betty Britschgi and Kathryn Jennings, OSB

CATECHESIS, THE. PERSON WHO IS DEVELOPMENTALLY
DISABLED, AND THE CATECHIST

What are the components of catechesis?
Sharing faith life
Experiencing liturgical,worship
Taking part in Christian service
Participating in religious\instructibn

Who is the person with a developmental disability?

A' derelopmental disability is a disability attribiitable .fc; mental
retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, or another neurological condi-
tion of an individual which is closel},,related to mental retardation or
requires similar treatment, and which originates in childhood, is
likely to continue, and constitutes a substantial handicap to the in-
dividual. (H. Grossman, Ed., Manual on Terminology and Classifica-
tion in Mental Retardation, Baltimore: Garamond/Pridemark Press,
1973, p. 132.)
A person' with a developmental. disability is a person first, with
special needs and gifts.
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"What handicapped individuals need, first of all, is acceptance in

a difference that can neither be denied nor overlooked. No acts of

charity or justice can be of lasting value to handicapped people

unless they are informed by a sincere and understanding love that

penetrates the wall of strangeness and affirms the common human-

ity underlying all distinction. We must loiie others from the inside

out, so to speak, accepting their difference from us in the same way

we accept our difference -from them." (Pastoral Statement)

Why tech religion to people with de'vermental
disabilities?

God loves and accepts us as we are; He wishes to make himself

available to all.
--Mental' development is not proportionate to spiritual capacity.

People with developmental disabilities can 'make choices; they

can grow in love and they can fail in love.

. They need instruction and support to help shape their decisions.

They should be taught what they are capable of learning.

They need feelings of self-worth and acceptance in order to

realize their capabilities.
"Let such children (mentally retarded) approach the Lord...and

let us not be among those who try to keep them from Him. Let us

believe in their worth; in their reason for living. Let us know, in one

word, how to love them as God Himself loves them; He who has His

reasons for allowing their life, for maintainipg their presence
among us, on our earth and in His Church, of which they also are

(Bissonier)a

What do we teach in special religious education?

God is our loving Father who made us and gave us the gifts of His

creation.
God sent His Son, Jesus, to show us how to Or and cam for one

another.
Jesus died and came back to life again.
Jesus shares Himself with us in Holy Commdnion.
Sacraments are special signs of God's love.

Prayer is talking with God. ,
"The goal of specialized catechesis is to present Christ's love and

teaching to each handicapped person in as-full and rich a manner as

he/she can assimilate." (National Catecketical Directory, #196)
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What is the vocat'or of the catechist?
The,catechist has the re, ponsibility and the privilege of sharing
Jesus with children, yot or adults who are developmentally
disabled.
The catechist need. o focus on the essentials of faith, to perceive
the depth in the simple, to be sensitive to the symbols that will teach
and awaken faith in the person who is developmentally disabled.
Without any teaching aids or les on plans the catechist teaches
that the student is good and lova e and valuable..
Openness to receive from the s udents affirms them in their own
giftedness.
The catechist must surely believe in her/his students so that they
may believe in themselves.
In everything the catechist must be gentle and have a sense of
humor, for 'wing Christian is a joyful way of life.

TEACHING METHODS

Some learning difficulties for people with
developmental disabilities

Short memory.
Short-attention spanhas difficult time staying on a task for a
long period of time.
Slow language developitrt-.4uag4ht understand what you say,
and/or may not be able,to express self clearly. The following are the
three basic levels of language development:

.
1) Inne languagefirst stage of languageage dev,elopmenta
child learns the function of something without associating it
with a specific word label which is spoken or sign?d;

2) Receptive language child understands the meaning of
words spoken or signed;

3) Expressive languagespeech, gesture, signs, writing,
touch, art.

Inability to think abstractly. "Courage," "beauty" are abstract
terms. We cannot touch, hear, see, smell or taste these things. They
cannot be experienced thKugh our senses.
Hyperactivity--activity level is increased.
Poor self-imagehas a low opinion of self and of his/her abilities.
Distractibilitynoises or objects may take attention away from
the subject matter.
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"Failure avoiders"often refnses to participate in activities

because of fear of failing at the task.
Poor ability to follow directions.

Perception problemsmay not see or hear things as the average
person sees and hears.

Limited ability to generalizehas difficulty in applying a princi-

ple from one situation to another.

Some teaching techniques

Repetition present the saite .concept or idea in a variety of
ways.
Routine and structureallows the person security and eliminates

confusion:
Simple languageAdo not "talk down" to the person. Use simple,

but n8t,childish terms, such as:

church . . . house, home
community . . . family, friends
communion . . Jesus' bread
chalice . . . Jesus' cup
altar . . . Jesus' table
apostles . . . Jesus' friends
Mass . . . party, meal

Be concreteavoid abstractions. Use words that can be under-
stood through experiences of touching, seeing, smelling, tasting
and hearing.
Allow students time to communicate their ideas to you. Encour-

age them to express themselves verbally or through gestures or
sign. With speech-impaired children who. have difficulty making
themselves understood, develop a non-commital response: "Is that
so!" "Oh?" El.courage a motor response.
Sign Language with low I.Q. andnon-verbal children:

1) Use an appropriate sign system.

2) Check with the child's schoolteachers. What signs are
being used?

3) Limit to a small and consistent sign vocabulary.

4) Request that parents reinforce, these signs at home.

Be briefuse short activities.
Give clear directions, one at a time.
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Be consistent and gently firm. Set limits, letting students know
what is expected of them. This gives them the security of knowing
what,behavior is appropriate and acceptable.
Provide,a calm, friendly, supportive atmosphere.
Make failure_an_impossibilityhelp students to realize their
limitatioris yet feel successful.
Teach at a slow pace.
Tthich one thing at a time. Break the concept down into sequen-
tial steps.
Be interested and enthusiastic about what you are teaching.
--Expectancyexpect the best.
Participationencourage the student to become actively in-
volved in the lesson:

Praise give honest praise when students do something good.
Thank them when they are kind or helpful.
Be (16xible,
Keep a sense of humor.
Questioning

/1) Call on student to affirm teacher's statement: "It was
/Jesus, wasn't it?"

2) Fact-finding: questions begin with who, what, why,
where. "Who is Jesus' mother?"

3) Interpretation: questions begin with why. "Why does
Jesus conic to us in Holy Communion?"

Prompting
1) Student repeats answers given by teacher.

2) Teacher supplies all but the last word.

3) Teacher may frame with her/his lips,or supply first sound
of word to be given by student.

Reinforcementgive immediate feedback of correct response,
such as: "Yes, that's right," or "Good!"then repeat or rephrase
answer.
Shaping behaviors

1) Modelshow with your own behavior what you want
your students td do (fold hands, bow head, etc.).

2) Set limits and be consistent. Student needs to know what
is all right today is always all right; specify what i'unaccept-
able.
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3) Be generous with praise.

--Dealing with distractio,,,s

1) Physically assist (arm around shoulder; grasp chin with

Lingers to position head fur eye contact).

2) Recall attention by calling for a motor response. (-Let's
act out this story about Jesus").

3) Surprise approach with instructional materials (pull out a
puppet or felt-board or balloon).

It Tithe it break, t hen return to lesson.

CURRICULUM

An important part of catechist formation for special religious
education is the study of the curriculum. including how to adapt it to
particular needs. There arc some resources that are written specif-
ically for developmentally disabled children and youth, and there
are some which are easily adapted. Any curriculum chosen will still
need to he adapted for your students, for each student brings a
unique learning sty!e and religious ..perience. Several curricula
are examined in some detail in ,] .11(1- section of this book.

Two extrt Imes to be avoided are:

Presuming the person who is developmentally disabled can learn

aothing:
--Nlaking no allowance for the handicap.

Curriculum should be

Individualizedtaking differences into account.
Sequentialmoing from the concrete to abstract, each lesson
building on another.
Variedemploy many techniques.
Sensorysee, hear, feel, touch.

Flexibleresponse determines timing.
Practicalapplication of religious truths should take the form of

witnessing to them in our lives.
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A NIOE,EL LESSON PLAN

Preparation
prtLer.

-If scripture is yt ...he tessoti, then the passage should be read,
re-read and Ted before the adapted version is considered.

..,.;dd be thoughtfully read to get a feel for the flow
t exphouition ;Inc to anticipate possible responses and ques-

ons.
-Mao is should hc collecteo. If a proje.1 is to be made, it is Wise
to tionc.H. ty. problem spots.
Each p,;-t of the lesson pion should be examined with an eye to
the part it will play toward achieving the goal.

The Envir.mrnent
space is iiir,-Awtant; distractions should he kept to a minimum.
-Create a orlyci- center with table, Bible, candle, flowers, ban-

rsa place where ail gailri- for opening and closing song and
iver.

place ,.an another room or just another place in the
roo.n with table and ,tairs o- desks.

Schedule of a 60 minute class without Mass
aliiitites--welcome, songs, opening prayer or paraliturgy that

an th.e theme for the day's lesson.
- -15 minutes lesson. (Lesson center, small groups.)
15 tiintitesreinforcement activitymay take the form of
drama, art, a letter, walk outdoors. (Small groups.)
--I 0 minutes sMi\.iag what each learned that day. (Prayer center
with whole g;r0up.)1 7
--5 minutcsshafekprker and closing songs. (Prayer center with
whole group.)

Schedule of a .40 minute class with parish Sunday Mass
(Class begins 10 minutes before Mass: families go to Mass)

10 minuteswelcome, songs, opening prayer.
15 minuteslesson.

10 minutesreinforcement activity.
--5 minutessharing prayer of petition.
Join families at the beginning of the Offertory of the Mass.
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After-class chats with.parents
--Take a few minutes after class to share with parents, group
parents or _,,titirdians what good things were shared n class.
Encourage parents to continue lesson all week.
Share with the parents what they can do at home to reinforce the

lesson,

TEAciliNG Alps

Media

Eqms. Films are generally not useful as instructional aids '.vith
developmentally disabled si itdent::;. I.3ecause it is not possible to

control the rate at which stimuli is presented to the student,
catechist-student interaction during the film presentation is almost
impossible. Thc student will very likely become passive view-

ing a film and no instruction will be gained. '.

Filmstrips. These instructional a is can be effectively used since

the speed of the presentation can controlled by the catechist.
The catechist can select only one or number of frames from a
filmstrip that will be he:pful in presenting a lesson. The cassette
recording which accompanies the filmstrip should notbe used.

stead, the catechist should read the narration which accomPanies
the filmstrip and when necessary adapt the language to appropri-
ately suit the ste.-.....nt(sl and the lesson to be taught. Though the use

of a fihrist,:ip pr ctor can be fun and interesting to a child, it is a

more expensive ,n(l less ,)ractical form of instruction than
using pictures.
--Records and tapes. Using records and tapes of music with devel-
opmentally disabled students can be more fun Mid stimulating than
'instructional. The problem with using these media is that the cate-
chist cannot control the speed of presentation. Professionally re-

corded music moves too quickly for most developmentally disabled
studentsto join in singing. It is more helpful to use recorded music

as "mood music'' to welcome students into their learning, center.
While catechists greet their students, background music can help to

create an atmosphere with happy or soothing sounds, whichever
suit's the students best. (John Philip Souza marches would hardly
serve to calm very hyperactive children!)

Drama .

,

Role play during ,tie lesson. Plan to role play a situation or brief
reading from the gospels that will demonstrate thee concept being
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taught in the lesson. Without rehearsal students can role play with
catechists during a lesson in order to gain more understanding by
"doing" (e.g., sharing, helping, loving).

1.)ray-:A (luring the gospel reading at Mass.

1) Read the gospel carefully.

2) Adapt the language so that the message of tb:? gospel is
related very simply.

3) Assign one student or catechist to narrate the story.

.1) Assign roles to the students and catechists. Catechists be-
come involved in the story with the students, not as spec-
tators.

5) One person narrates as the students act out the'story cor-
responding to the narration. There should be pauses in the
narration so that students have time to act according to the
story that is being told.

(i) Students can rehearse in order to speak, sign or gesture
for themselves during the story.

(option) Catechist can accompany a student closely, and
speak with or for her /him.

(option) Catechist can physically assist any students who
have difficulty following the narration by themselves, sup-
porting their role in'the story.

Song and Gesture

Songs can teach.

1) Language,The words of a song are important to consider
'before teaching the song, because songs are repeated and
their melodies and verses can easily become part of our
memories. 1n-this way songs help to shape our perception of
God, of Jesus, and ourselves. The words of our songs should
emphasize that God is our loving 1.'ather.

2) Re Petition/ReinforcementA simple song can repeat and
therefore reinforce a simple message without becoming
monotonous. Let's remember that Our childre and adults
who are developmentally disabled enjoy the security of-repe-
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litiOn. They Can SIM; t lo' nine songs week aft or weelr ni(l

absolutely love it! So it is to cmr advantage to teach them

songs which are helpful teaching aids as well as fun to sing.

3) Above all, music is fun...and motivating_and creates a
real sense of celebration!

.Gestures.
4

1) Vheneyer ,4)ssible, gestures should accompany our
songs. Because so many persons with developmental disabil-
ities are speech-impaired, to combine gesture with song
allows for their full participation.

2) Natural gestu'res such as clapping, shaking and holding
hands, can easily fit the meaning of a word or phrase in a
song text.

3) Sign language used by the deaf can also accompany our
singing with developmentally disabled students. The deaf
signs for friend, Jesus, and love are good additions to our
song''. However, deaf signs are often more complex and less
concrete in terms of relating to the concept they represent,
and so many deaf signs are too difficult for persons who are
mentally retarded to understand. When ;t deaf sign is. too
difficult, then a more natural gesture of your own invention
which more concretely represents the concept is appropriate.

Dance'

Dance as celebration of a lesson.

1) Reflect. on the Word of God.
a) What is the mood?
h) What is the tempo?

2) Choose music which will reflect mood and tempo.

3) Decide on simple gestures and body movements which
the children can do.

4) Teach gestures as you retell the story.

15) Children and cz.echis:s all participate in dancing of story.

Omit narration.
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e in Eucharistic liturgy.

...'ntrance processions can be danced to emphasize theme
or solemnize entrance hymn.

a) Teach simple procession steps with pauses iind
turns to music.
b) Group can 'gesture the words of the song while
processing in.
c) Plan ceremonial carrying in of flowers and candles.

2) Song after Communion.
a) During- singing, a few.dancers express the senti-
ments of all.
b) Children may follow a leader.

3) Closing hymn.
a) This can be much like the opening dance.
b) It should reflect the joy of celebration.

Objects from the Environment

--Selection of objects.

1) Objects must he familiar to the students

2) Choose objects associated with pleasant experiences in
students' day to day living.

:3) Eliminate any objects related to school failure of stu-
dents.

d Classroom learning center.

1) Assgmble "sharables" (e.g., cookies, crackers, plants,
flowers, balloons, candles, water, etc.)

2) Many sharables'' he brought by the students to help
in demonStrating the concc1jt of .a lesson.

--Nature's learning center;

1) Students and catechist can walk outside among the sees,
flowers. a. 1 homes to review a lesson.

2) Students and catechist can treasure hunt for Uod's gifts
of creation.
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`dory Puzzles

--Making a puzzle.

1) Ilse any picture that will help to tell a story, such as:
pictures relating gospel stories;

I)) pictures relating any action or theme that will

encourage the studentS' participation and enhance
learning.

2) Mount the picture on cardboard (using rubber cement).

3) Cut the picture into as many pieces as desired (using a
heavy paper cutter). Remember that smaller and many
pieces make the task_ more difficult; larger and fewer pieces
make the task easier.

Cover each puzzle piece with clear contact paper to pro-
tect it and make it durable.

Pictures

Pictures communicate best when:

1) They relate to the students' experience.

2) They are'simple and free of distracting detail.

3) They reflect the real world in color and for:

picture file.

)
Alection,of pictures which are useful as teachV

F:011tLeS as magazines. calendars, and patter.;
photos might be requested far in advance so

if lit,ca available, they can be taken.

Mount eacl, pi(.ture on construction paper using rubber
cement, then cover with contact paper to make them more
durable.

3) Make a simple filing system that will organize your pic-
tures into :isefill categories such as:

.1

a) family (members and activities)
b) animals (pets, farm, wild)
c) children (at play, sharing, helping)
d) nature (flowers, trees, water, 1 )untains)
e) people (various ages and ethnic ,;roups)
f) interpersonal relationships (ways of saying "yes"
and Tho" to God)
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g) Jesus (birth, as a child, as a man, as loving, as
helping, at Last Supper)
h) Church (churches, church leaders, Mass, sacra-
ments)
i) Mary

Drawings.
1) Crayons, chalk, and stick figures will do.

2) Storytelling approach is best. In the presence of the
students, the catechist tells a story, while making a simple
drawing,

3) Drawings help sustain attention, and make the story more
concrete.

Puppetry

Teachers can use puppets to:.

1) gain rapport with students.

2) tell a story.

3) Tad a story.

4) ask questions.

5) sing a song.

6) stimulate verbal expression in children.

Children can use puppets too!

1). Give puppets to your students to hold.

2) Be mire to give the children something to do with their
puppets.

31 Have students tell a story.

4) Ask students and their puppets simple questions.

5) Ask about emotions.

6) Ask abo::t -,o;-:iething the students haire already learned.

re: Use pup-.,et,- which are easiest for your students to hold and

move. People j. pets rather than animal puppets are more appro-
priate to use f-o religious instruction. Puppets have universal ap-
peal and they help children in their language development.
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Flannel Board Stories

Telling the story.

I) Study the story so that you know it well without having

to read it.

2) Become familiar with the figures, knowing when to place
them on the flannel board and when to remove them in order
to present the story without much confusi(ln.

3) Be enthusiastic. The students are watching the flannel

hoard as well as list: I.;+y- to you.

Be prepared ft riTivruptions from the children, or inter-
rupt the story yo iself to start discussions.

5) Change the nai les of the characters in the story to those
of the children you Tr're teaching.

-ketilling the story.

I) Catechist can retell the story, letting each child place one

or two figures on the board at the appropriate time.

2rChildren can retell the story in their own words and place
the figures on the board.

Students' Books

Making the students' hooks.

1) Obtain spiral-bound notebook:-. with blank pages. (Spiral
binding is not necessary, as long as pages do not easily tear

out.) I
2) Decorate the covers with.Wctures of Jesus or any other
appropriate religious pictures (perhaps communion pictures).

Apply the pictures to the covers with,rubber cement, then

cover both with clear contact paper to make it more durable.

t) Students can Write their own names, assisted by the cate-
chist if necessary, on the cover or on the first page of the

hook.'

Usit, the students' books.

1) Catechist can print a summary of eachjesson on a page
of the students' hooks, and illustrate it with pictures used for

the lesson or with ch:awings made by the students and /or the

catechist.
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2) Students take their books home c a ll week and bring
them to the next le;;son.

:1) Parents can use the students', bOoks at home to review
each week's lesson 811(.1 to reinforce the catechist's teachi

1) For very yOung children, for whom, taking care of situ 1 a
booklet can prove a real challenge, several pages (just
enough for at few lessons en ;t single thenw) can be use T.

Catechist hit
--The kit is made from any cardboard box which has a lid: The lid
becomes the catechist's flannel board, after its inside is covered
with flannel board material.
Size is determined by whatever is comfortable for the catechist to
carry. "Pie kit accompanies the catechist to each lesson.
,-;''''The kit contains many practical and helpful leaching aids which

(prepare the catechist to teach the lesson of the day. A catechist kit
should include: crayons, scratch paper, scissors, glue, puppets pic-

ture file, flannel board with felt figures.

CELEBRATION: PIZ;VYEli, LiTui.GY AND COM:d UNITY

Prayer.

Spiritual development depends more upon the relationship
formed with God than upon theological knoWledge gained. Prayer
is essential. It is through prayer that one is ala to experience God's
love, compassion, forgiveness. mercy, and concern. The person
who is developmentally disabiLi,i can develop a deep and close rela-
tionship with God through prayer. The catechist I he privilege of
welcoming the disabled person into the faith community, so that to-
gether they may experience the tremendous love that God lia3 to

share with each person.
The following are a few ideas that may help persons who are de-

velopmentally disabled tie experie,nce prayer:
Physical atmosphere

1) !lave a special room or place designated for prayer.
There should be a sensii of peace and quiet.

2) Set the prayer table with Bible, candle, banner, etc.

3) Sent lug arrangement should be in a circle or semicircle
that includes everyone, with the prayer table as the center
and focus`.
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Physical readiness of each person

1) Call to prayer. The leader of the group invites everyone to
pray. For example, "Let us pray to God, our Father. Fold
your' hands and bo,. your heads."

2) Period of silence. The leader waits quietly for everyone to
be ready. This is necessary because prayer posture is impor-
tant. Human bei,ngs need to be physically involved in pray-
ing. More is accomplished by active participation than by
passive n,.; ,icipation. Prayer is difficult to "teach," simple to
experience.

Types ot prayer

1) Silent prayer

2) Vocal prayer
a) l e pet it ione.g.,

Leader: "Father God"
(;roup: "Father God"
Leader:. "We love you very touch."
Group: "We love you very intr.h."

1)) Formal prayer' e.g., the "Our Father"
c) Spontaneous prayer.
(I) Singing

3) ( iestures and/or sign language used with vocal prayer.

4) Danceusing total body movements.

I,=.tnrgy

The.)%lass:-.muld be adapted so as to allow the fullest possible un-
derstanding and participation. The liturgy should be designed to be

personal and brief.
Some notable features of an adapted liturgy are:

1) Processions.

2) Singing with gestures.

3) Simplified scripture readings.

4) Dialogue homilies.

01:

Community

(tole of celebration for developr.4entally disabled peep2

1) Celebrations are part of what it means to be human.
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:).) The lives of many developmentally disabled people are
devoid of happy experiences (e.g., receiving awards, gradua-

tions, weddings).

:0 Celebration by its very nature is social. Emphasis on
reaching out to others in celebration is particularly important
to developmentally disabled persons who tend to be very
egocentric because of their immaturity and limited experi

ence.

of religious celebrations ft.i rlevelop.i Lti,lly di

persons.

I) Christianity is a reil,on which celebrates life in its
various momentsbirth, growth, death, loving, sharing,
forgiving. Jesus has given us many examples of gathering
people together to s. re a happiness or a happening:,

2) Celebration should be an integral aspect of religious pro-
grams, for being a Christian is a joyful way of life.

:3) Sacramental celebrations should be very special for the
developmentally disabled person. These should be cele-
brated with a party so that all in the community can show

their happiness.

1) Religious celebrations can take on 'it greater meaning for
developmentally disabled people if they are presented in an

understandable manner and allow for active participation.

5) Even though religious celebrations teach, their main func-
tion is not to teach, but to bring people into the event being
celebrated.
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SPREI)-CHICAGO

Sr. Mary Therese Harrington, SH

Sired- Chicago refers to three interwoven realities; a program, a
method, and a mentality.

Program

Spred begins with the premise that developmentally disabled
people are euucable in faith, if they have the opportunity to belong
to a community of faith that is part of a person's parish.

The backbone of the program from a structural point of view is
the. Spred parish chairperson endorsed each year in writing by the
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pastor. This representative of -the pastor and the parish has the
mission to locate the developmentally disabled children, adoles-
cents, young adults and adults in the parish. Along with the Spred
parish chairpersons in surrounding parishes, plans are, drawn up
and implemented to provide communities of faith to which disabled
parishioners are invited to belong. At the present time (1981) there

are 104 appointed Spred chairpersons in good standing in the Arch-

diocese of Chicago.
Each disabled person has a sponsor or a helper, who like a god-

Parent.accompaniesim/her in the journey of faith within the com-
munity. So in a group with seven disabled persons, there would be
seven fellow parishioners as sponsors. The structure of the group
has Many similarities with a catechumenate group, but the time
span for the group to be together is much longer. Sponsors and
disabled friendsellave been together for years. However, there are
groups-specifically for children, for adolescents, for young adults,

-and for adults. The developmental phases in a person's life have to
be coped with in the catechetical process used.

Each Spred group has a core team made up of the Spred parish
chairperson, responsible for liaison with the parish at large; the
leader catechist who is responsible for the method used in the
general catechesis; and the activity catechist responSible for the
preparation phase of the method.

When the Spred program operates out of a state or private
dential facility, the principle of church integration still applies. One

of fie main jobs of the religious worker in a facility is to get the
census straight, identifying the religious background of each\ resi-
dent, obtaining parental or guardian consent, and setting out to
obtaih a chairperson from the religious communion represented, by_

the residents. Typically, for example, a Lutheran church will
appoint and mission a person to build communities of faith for Luth-

erans in ,the facility, who then become church members of that- .
Lutheran church. The sponsor is of the samq religious background

as the disabled person. Just as for the Catholics, the main religious
events are held in the church of the person's affiliation4. The small
communities of faith are always and only bridges tO the larger
church community. It is the task of the Spred chairperson to stimu-

late signs of belonging. .

In various areas of the Archdiocese there are Spred resour6 per-

sons called peervisors (peers who try to foster vision)...
Spred-Chicago is also a resource for other dioceses who want to

set up a program. Eight dioceses in the United States,'two in Eng-

lanclrand one in Northern Ireland have sent directors of special
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religious education to Chicago for professional preparation for dio-

cesan leadership. Once then leaders jave completed their prof S-

sional orientation, they retain affiliation with Spred-Chicagb
catechetical materials that are still in manuscipt form, and or

mutual support.
Spred-Chicago helps leaders from other dioceses to prepaie to:

train parish catechists
coordinate work among parishes and church groups
model good catechesis in their owtr,diocesan resource centers*

foster parish integration by blinding up a network of chair-

persons.
Spred-affiliated diocesan leaders meet every other year to:

present their own diocesan policies, priorities and goals
--demonstrate the progress being made
support and resource oneanother
develop insight into Method being used.

Method

The method used by Spred*-Chicago was ,designed by Fr. Jean

Mesny, currently of Louvain University (Metho4, Vivre).
'The premise for the method is that each personhas his or her own

salvation history which is dikovered together in the community Of

faith. The structure of the method always begins with one's own life,
experience, stimulated by a symbol or a story. As one evokes one's

life experience in the group, under the guidance of a leader, a com-

mon thread is usually discovered (theintentionality of the, symbol).

A sense of bonding grows as we all become awarethat our stories,
have, similarities. The group moveg from the sense of my story to

our story. This second moment br phase is referred to as Interim.-

nation.
Not only do I have my story and we 4ye our story, but at some

point our stories intersect with the story of the People of God led by

Jesus to the Father (LifurgCal Evocation). This sense of belonging
readies us to hear the Word of God as believing people (Biblical
EvOcation). Finally, the Word of God is. addressed to each one:
"John, qclay Jesus says to you..." (Action and Message). The
group then celebrates with 'song and gesture.

The mefhod is most appropriately referred to as a form of liturgi-

cal catechbSis because the format used has many ritual elements.
The format is close to the liturgy of the Word.

Because it takes a certain amount of concentration to enter into

this method, a readiness or preparation period is needed. A special
environment is structured for the time together which usually'lasts
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from forty-five minutes to an hour. The environment is prepared

with many elements common to a Montessori environment. The
room is set up with areas for prepared materials: sensory-motor,
art, everyday life. As one works with these materials, one becomes
normalized in the Montessori sense*, hi harnfony with self, others,
the environment. When a cci .ain harmony has been achieved; one

can be present to oneself and others in a'sacred environment. One is

ready to become aware of life in faith.
After the liturgical catechesis, the group returns to the first envi-

ronment (the normalization area) to share refreshments together.
This time together is often referred to as the agape, the sharing of

food in love.
° A great deal of care is taken with this time together around the

sharing of food:Members of the group take turns bringing refresh-.q

ments. Glass dishes, placemats, cloth napkins, flowers and candles

are.used to help the group share food in the mood of the catechesis.

A Sprecl group fosters fable fellowship. Everyone helps in the pre-

paration, service, and clean-up. The a6pe closes with songs and
clear good-byes, Which sometimes are hard when the members

want to stay together. A session usually last two hours.
For every two hours with developmentally disabled or learning

disabled members, the core team and sponsors or helpers have rt,

two hour session where they address their own faith development,

using the method but the exchange of stories being more in depth.

As this adult community (members are over 21 years of age, giving

an initial two year commitment) beconies able to be explicit about

faith, the developmentally, disabled members have a chance to be

nourished by mature Christians. With this type of support and long

term commitment, 8preil groups generally have a long life span.
Adult groups need also to take time to deal with group problems,
integration projects, sacramental plans, liturgical preparations, and

Pt

growth problems.

Mentiility

The Spred-Chicago mentality is primarily symbolic. We begin by

acknowledging that symbolic knowing is open to those of us who

have problems with some of intellectual funCtioning.' Sym-.

bolic knowing is participatory knowing. When our experiences are

evoked and re-lived we have peter sense of our lives from the per-
spective of faith. Bit by bit, we become aware of how God is at work

in our live's. The world around us, our disabilities, our family, our

friends, our parish community, all speak of God at work.2 Our
education in faith .is to become aware of God''s revelation in our

9J
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lives, Gradually we experi lice our belief in this God revealed in
Jesus. We begin to experi nce hope and love. This is our education
in the community of faith, this is our education as Christians.
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JOURNEY WITH JESUS

Sr. M. Sheila Ilaskett, OSF, Ph.D.
with *`""

Sr. M. Coletth Dunn, OSF, Ph.D.
Sr. Gabrielle Kowalski, OSF, Ed.D.
Sr. Anne de Paul Revard, SSJ, M.A.

Rei,s, Ronald G. Rank, M.A.
James F. King, Ph.D.

Milwaukee: cardinal Stritch College, 1975, 1977, 1978

Journey With Jesus is a program of special religious education
based on the premise that the people of God are in pilgrimage. As
we, journey with Jesus to the Father, we recognize some persons
among us with special educational needs. They are also cared to
communion with Jesus. In great part theircommunion depends on
the Vllingness of fellow pilgrims to be catechists. And in order to
perform this task, a program model and a curriculum guide are nee-

essary.
The program model is family-oriented and calls for one-to-one

teaching of children, small group discussion with adults, a program
for parents, one for siblings and a weekly schedule of teacher train-

ing (1/2 hour), followed by concurrent special religious education
classes,. parent program and sibling program (1/2 hour each). Every-

one then reunites for celebration of a simple liturgy which gives
prayerful expression of material learned that day. A brief
evaluation period for catechists concludes the session. All aspects
of the program model are described in detail in Director's Handbook
which accompanies the curriciffkba. guide.

A three-part, nine-level guide was developed for children and
adolescents, and a three-part guide was created for adults.-The cur-

riculum guide Journey With Jesus wasdeveloped and field-tested for

seven years in programs serving a wide range of age and ability
levels. kt takes into account both spiritual and psychological devel-
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opulent. l'he manner of presentation and mode of response recog-
nizes three typical pedagogical levels. One sequence develops read-

iness; the next level provides immediate and specific introduction
to sacrament; the highest level suggests a sacramental spirituality
appropriate for the developmentally slisablecl !tlescent in the com-

munity.
Theologically, the curriculum has been organized to highlight

Jesus' call to his people perceived in a threefold manner: Call to
Commtinion, Call to Reconciliation, and Call to Service. There re,

the' accent of each year's plan centers around the theme Of o e of et
these perceived calls and its ,:iacramental expression in Chris an
worship. It is presumed that understanding prepares .for !prayer,

which is ritualized in sacrament, and finds in this'Prayer its best ex-

pression. .

Our curriculum objectives are to put persons with special educa-
tion needs in touch with God and his Church, as well as to prepare
them for Christian witness in -day-to-day living. In designing this
series we have been conscious of the pastoral-theological principles

outlined in the General CateCheticalDirectory (Rome, 1971) and have

selected a methodology appropriate for the Spiritual development

of dr velopi- 'ntally disabled youth. The call of the Father through
his Son is answered by humanity through the Spirit, is cited as the

most central theological principle. A developmental framework
based on sacramental initiation is the organizing principle:

In issuing the General Catechetical Directory, the Roman Commis-

sion cited twenty-thfee outstanding elements of the Christian mes-

sage. No attempt was made to isolate those concepts appropriate to
ybuth, nor was judgment made relative to their pedagogical dik
ficulties. In this curriculum guide we have included all the outstand-

ing elements cited, but have given particular attention to those con-

sidered more necessary and appropriate for developmentally

disabled yOuths.. .

Dinky is the first and most central concept. The remaining twenty-

two rest within the first. Conceptually, the'se outstanding elements

as listed in the General Catechetical Directory are clustered under
five headings: Trinity (#1-3), Incarnation (#4-8), Sacrament (#9-13),
Man (#14-18), Church ( #19 -23). These clusters imply distinct but

not separate realities. Briefly described the concept-clUsters
suggest:

1. Trinity: God our Father sent Jesus, the Special Son to
communicate salvation to people and to create them as
redeemed community in the Spirit.

-
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2. Inciirhation: Jesus, the Son of God, took on the form of a ,

human being, so that humanity could become godly through
the redemption and action of the Holy Spirit. As Jesus was

Sign of God among people, the Church is Sign of. God's con-

tinuous saving presence among us.

3. Church: as saving institut'on, the Church is the sign of

God-with-us. The Church is the Body of Christ redeemed in
his Death-Resurrection.' Yet it seeks,redemptien as its

pilgrim members cooperate with the Spirit in their struggle
with sin arid evil.

ere

4. Sacrament: in ea Al Sacrament Jesus is coni" ing to us in a

saving way by. the action of his Church. In these signs, Jesus .

shows us that heir close to lig; that he loves us and saves us.
Each S4cramcnt brings certain gifts and challenges to those

who meet God there in faith.

5. Man: the people of God are in pilgrimage thrOughout
history. Men arid women are called to holiness in
communion with Jesus their leader.People are free but

.-. fragile. In the power of God they are called to be Christian.

Pedagogical Pr. ogressiOn

Communion: Lessons related to Communion emphasize the

call of God for union with him in prayer and sacrament.
At the most basic level, children bed'orne familiar with

prayet:They come to learn about friendship with God, its

meaning and its expression in Christian cefebratiori.
On the second level of difficulty, students celebrate first

Communion. They learn the 'Meaning and manner. of the
sacramental meeting with God in Eucharist.

At the most develope6 level, young adults are helped to

examine the broader dimensions of communion with God in

prayer, in scripture andln a spirituality based on the Our

Father.

Reconciliation: The sequencesTelated to reconciliation
emphasize God's call that we be converted. The lessons
treat topics related to moral development by encouraging
grateful recognition of God's gifts, by citing misuse of these

gifts, and by teaching signs of reconciliation available to

God's free and fragile children.

0
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The basic level singles out God's-gifts and initiates the
student to sacramental forgiveness. The most advanced level,
encourages a life of recot ciliation and encourages a moral
development through response to the Gospel.

Confirmation:. These. sequences seek to.depionstrate areas
where the Christian is called to service by the demands and

challenges within the community.
. The most basic level familiarizes the student with Mary,

her perfect re' once to God's call, and the implications of

her response in the Christjans.
The second level explains and celebrates the rite of Confir-

mation, as well as its place in Christian Maturity.
Thrfibst ady' auced level examines the implications of the

Christian Confirmation to-the manifold calls to
worship and to responsible'Service for others.

The Church has adopted a three-year cycle of readingsThe same
system is followed in the adult program, Gospel Study. Gospels
being read on the respective Sundays in the parishes are Concur-
rently being studied in the special religious ..education program.
Somethnes only part of a'Gospel is,presented. This occurs if more
than one message is included in the designatO passage. The goal in

the special religious education program is consistently to focus
sharply on 4, single theme and message, and to develop it to the
point where it is etained and applied in the day - to=day living of the
developmentally disabled adult. In succeeding years, t's the pas-
sages are repeated, the emphasis might be shifted, or another
.aspect of the inessageThight be considered. As is true of the general
population,- the developmentally disabled adult can ponder each
scriptural paisage many times, and each time gain a new insight.

In the 'development of scripted lesson plans, paraliturgies,
celebrations, an attempt was made to meet the needs of the inex-
perienced catechist. These can serve as lifelines for the neophyte
and ,as helpful guides to the experienced teacher.

Journey With Jesus is predicated on the belief that the
developmentallydisabled person can learn basic doctrine and:tradi:

tions, and can develop 'a genuine faith life, if proper instruction and
modelin by teachers is given. Unique to this series is the use of
behavioHilobjectives which clearly challenge teachers and (dal-meg

to do something about their religious beliefs.-Religion is'a life to be

lived; it is a journey that we take withJesus to the Father who waits

for us with immeasurable love.
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GOD'S LOVE ANI? CREATION ARE FOR EVERYONE

Carol Podlasek; CS.I
.

,

This is the central theme of Gift, a two-year special .eligious
'education program that endeavors to iftlp mentally hanciicappecl.1\

persons experience, grow in and- respOnd to God's love within a
loving community, of belieVers. It ,is non-clenPininational informat,

With separate suggestionsfor individual and/or group reception of
the Sacraments of Etichariiistr and Reconciliation. Gift was devel-

oped through, classroonilw.ork and revised with feedback from
teachers who used the pilot pi-6gram. The,entire program includes a

teacher's guide with an introduction, completplans ancrcolorful
student handouts for if..3i-nine experiences, and a set of; flannelfor

printed] n tagboard. .

There are three u its of experigces:

Unit I ' "Thank You. God 0 Father'''.
Unit II "Jesus, the Fathe G

X
0 of Love"

Unit III' "Our Gift of Love to God" 4'

`Rfpeated throughout tinitri aret6e ideas God is our Father; God
loves us; 'God gives us many gifts to show love for us. Because of the

great number and variety of these gifts, the theme of God's love is
expreSsed over and. over without becoriiing monotonous 'and with- 1,
Out affording opportunity for puppet-type memorization. The first

unit is the shortest, and consists of Six experiences and one CeLebra-

tion. When the program is started in the Fall, the-celebratio,n usual-

ly cones appropriately around the Thanksgiving holiday.
The second unit continues the theme of God's gifts, and centers

on'Jesus,,t.he Father's special And greatest gift. Each of the stories

tout JesusexpreSses thatJesus is God; Jesus-lovesus; Jesus wants
% us to be happy. Erriphasis is put on Jesus' friendship with and care

for everyone, rather than on His power. He is someone to whom
." everyone can relate and whom .everyone can imitate. The use of

.. seventeen stories andlive celebrations provides the opportunity to
repeat the ideas in rriany varied settings. ., .

The first two units make up Year One of the program. They are s

intended to awaken and strengthen awareness.of Gpd's special love 4

and friendship for each person. Both may be used as preparation for
receiving Jesus in Holy Cominunion.

opportunities
.

Although each of the experiences in Year I includes opportunitlies

fcr response. to' God's love, Upit III, which is all of year Two,
focuses especially on that response. The threefold- messTe,of each;

...
-, ..
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of the twee y-four lessons and six celebrations is that the ex-
perience.of l ocrs love causes us to,love in return, to want to be a

rrietid and t he God-like, and to try to fulfill the command to low,

one another. Real-life situation stories in which friends show love

for one another help the students to uniIerstand that because Jesus
loves everybody and wants everybody to be very happy, we are
good friends of Jesus when we love each other. This unit may be
used as pteparation for receiving the Sacrament of Reconciliation.
It stresses that_we tell Jesus that we are sorry for not treating Him

as our Friend, 6? for displeasing Him b)*burting someone that He

loves very much. It is important to prepare for this concept in the

very first experience of Unit'', by emphasizing that God made and

ldves and is a friend to me and,Julie and Aid, etc., -

Each,of these three units is comprised of five or six sessions fol-

lowed by a celebration culminating and reviewing the specific

thematic experiences. The sessions follow a pattern which provides
six reinfOrcing approaches to the day's theme: readiness activity,

presentation, singink,''scripture, reading, prayer, and a message
spoken to each person individually. The rationale for a flexiblfrpat-
terned experience is that the pattern with - formal and informal activ-

ities meets individual-needs by alternating quiet attentITA and
movement. It also encourages personal and g'rdup interchange and '
provides for necesary reinforcement of the theme without routine
repetition. (A sipgle idea can be expressed in a number of various
ways!) Another advantage of a patterned experience is that the
day's routine tendA to build security and, tends to lessen disci-
plir(aryttlems. (Most person's are more comfortable, relaxed and

rechti in a familiar environmentone in which they know who ,

will be these and what they will be doing.)
The readiness period provides an ipfoirnal warm environment. It

is tfte time for setting the tone of acceptance and caringloving.
Underttanding of God's love will be learned more through the love
experienced in the interchange between all the persons involved in

the 'program (the community') that through the PresenAation. Stu-
dents are' welcomed at the door and agradually involved in an rt
project with the gioup, or they may choose one of the stations g-

gested in the teacher's guidt,,Where various acthrqieS, are ready for

them (puzzles, clay, books, 'etc.).
Presentation time.is brief, to the point arid quiet. Preferably it

takes pldce in a different part of the room. This allows for a little

movement and prepares for a new mood,a formal one.. Thepadults

volunteerS and teachersrset the example ofethe new behavior
that is expected at this time. The-Presentation is always accom-
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panied by smile visual aid, is concrete, is simple, and is related to

the studentlf life situations. Analogies are avoided.
Immediately following the presentation is a singing period. The

first song usually grows naturally out of the presentation theme and
leads the group fw a formal to another informal activity. It allows'

foi"a lighter part,iciiIttion and interaction with the group. This aetiv-

ity is mu& longer than the presentationbut takes place in the same

lint of the 'room.
The last three parts of each session take place in awhtmosPhere

of quiet and reverence. It is suggested that another ropm be, used if
possible,.otherwise a special corner of the same room can be pre-

pared with candle, plant, etc. The movement to this "sacred spot"
helps acclimate everyone o a mood that is.different from. the jovial

singing period. The cand is lighted when everyone is settled

down, and scripture is read from a student handout or Bible. After

a minute of silence (this will be a more comfortable minute after
everyone becomes used to it) the prayer is begun. It can be spon-

taneous or prepared; bilt always includes time for all persohs to ex-

press their feelings, petitions, etc. Visual aids used in the presenta-

tion .and singing period may be used to encourage prayers coniect-
ed with the day's particular concept. Immediately follotving the

prayers, a message is given: This Message may be given by a

teacher, by a-student who volunteers or is specially chosen, or it can

/ be passed on from person to person. Howev it is given, each one is

touchelge.called by name and given a Message h t is directly related

to the experience of that day and elicits a perso al responsenot in

word, but in everyday life. For example, "Joan,' Jesus says, "Show

love to all people," Lesson 10, Unit III.)
The teacher guide, designed for volunteers, lbarents, and/or pro-

fession41 teachers, provides a master plan a0 individual lesson
plans.' A resource section includes craft activities, songs, prayers,

scripture readings, messages, filmstrip.references. Pupil handouts

/ include a reading from scripture expressed in simple words. Stu-

dents take home the handout which has a letter to parents on the
back. This reinforces the message of the group lesson and en-
courages `family involvement.

Gift is published,by Winston Press, 4.30 Oak Grove, Minneapolis,

Mn. 55403. It is possible to request single copies for a 30-day

, approval period.

Carol Podlasek, CSJ; has worked with disabled people for fourteen

years. She has served as a diocesan coordinator of religious education,

and was, instrumental in beginning two homes for disabled piple.
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RELIGION LESSONS FOR GOD'S SPECIA% ONES

Catherine Geary Uhl

, GOSPEL LESSON PLANS

Catherine Gem:), Uhl

After teaching several yeais and being unhappy with the limited

number of texts available foi- developmentally disabled persons, I
published my first text in 1971Religion Lessons for Gods Special

Ones. The text introduces the student to the love of God, our
Father, through stories, activities and psalms. Each lesson contains

a letter to the parents to assist them in reinforcing the lessbn at
home throughout the week. Patterns for visual aids and crafts are

included.
Once the students have received the sacraments, the texts avail-

able for further straining in the love of God are limited: In 1979,.
Paulist Press published my second book, Gospel Lesson Plans.

Gospel Lesson Plans, as its title indicates, is a set of lessen plans

based on the three cycles of Sunday Gospels. It is designed to assist

the developmentally disabled person to take a more active and
meaningful part in the Sunday liturgy.

Each lesson consists of: 1) a stateme t bf its aim; 2) the Gospel
story simplified; withpossible new words-for the student.explained
in parentheses; 3) an activity experience to reinforce the lesson;
4) the Responsorial Psalm worded as it apears in the Sunday Mass

so the students will recognize it whe they hear it at Mass;
5) a liturgy which is a praccahiappli atio f the Gospel; 6) a letter

to the parents to itelp them reinforc thew on at home.
Supplies needed are listed'at the be innin \ of each lesson. Pat-

. terns and instructions for their use follow the lesson. -
Both books are geared to the students' learni abilities. tories

and Gospels are, worded in such' a way that, stud nts can compre-

hend them. Activities reinforce the lessons by inv lying several of

the sehses at a time.
While writing the Woks, I kept in mind the teacher on a limited

budget and the teacher with limited artistic ability. Ease.. lesson con-

tains necesary patterns for .Visual aids and activities 'th detailed

instructions on how to make and use each Both texts ar written so
that the new teacher with little or no training can feel onfident

using either book. The lesson plans are so/detailed that an teacher

can have a successful class by carefully kollowingeach less plan.
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1-4 you,Ore beginning d program and introducing yotir students to
GM, our Father, Religion Lessons for God's Special Ones is geared to
your needs. (Order direct from the author: Catherine Geary Uhl,
?33G Rutgers Avenue,t,ong l3each, CA 90815. Pricep$3 per copy
plus shipping and handling.) . .

GospelLessm; Plans is intepded for use after your students have
received the sacraments and-are learning to become more active

:.. members of their parish. (Order from Nulist Presst 545 Ishind ...
Road, Ramsey, NJ 07446. Price: $6.95 per copy plus.shipping and

handlin'g.)
. ,

Catherine Gear Uhl tra ids (Wechists for the Department ofPas-

toral Ministry wit t' the illandicaPped in the Archdiocese of Los
Angeles. She has taught special edtution classes for nearly thirty
years.

)
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Resources for Teachers
and Parents
Helene Mr:;)onald, MHSH

r-

GENERAL RESOURCES

A11 People Together. Roman Catholic Bishops of England and
Wales. January, 1981.

Bissonier,. Henri. The Pedagogy of errectio translated by
Carolyn Frederick. Pau list Press, 979.

Break Down the Barriers. Australian Bish

Cronin, Rev. Lawrence J. Resources for eligious Instruction of
Retarded People. (a 64-page bibliography of, textbooks,'-magazines,'
newsletters, journals, films, filmstrips from Catholic, Jewish,
Protestant and secular sources.) Order from: Rev. Lawrence..
Cronin, Office of Religious Education, 1 Lake Street, Brightontf
MA 02191.

Document of the Holy See for the International Year of Disabled
Persons. 1981. Available from the Special Education Departmert,
NCEA.

Hall, Suzanne E., SNDdeN. "Catholic Education Becomes
Special;" Momentum, October, 1979.

Harrington, Mary Therese, SH. Religious Education for the
Mentally.Retizrded. Paulist Press, 1973..
SPRED-Chicago. 1025 West Fry St., Chicago, 60622.
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Haskett, Sheila, OSF. Jourmy With Jesus. Cardinal Stritch

College Bookstore, 6801 North Yates Road, Milwaukee, WI

53211.

McDonald, Helene, MHSH. Confirmation Lessons for Exceptional

Children. 19711 Hawthorne Street, ,Detroit, MI 48203.

Momentum, Journal of the National Catholic Educational
Association, May, 1981. Theme of issue: "Responding to the

needs of disabled persons."

National Catholic Office for the Deaf. 814 Thayer Ave., Silver

Spring, MD 20901.
Barat College Lesson Plans. (Based on the Life of Christ.)

Twenty Primary Level Lessons,.Sister Maura Costello
Twenty Intermediate Level Sessions, Sister Cathy

Costello.
100 Lesson Plans for Teaching Religion to the Deaf. Twenty
lesson plans for each of five age levels.

New York State Advisory Committee on,Pastosal Ministry to the

. Handicapped. ParaliturMfor All Seasons, 1978. Order from Sr.

Mary Adorata; CSSE 1342 Lancaster Avenue, Syracuse, NY

13210.

O'Donnell, Brigid. Catechesis for Persons with'Disabilities: A

Blueprint for Action. Centa& United States Catholic Conference,

1312 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

One in Chrit Jesus A Pastoral Statement about Handicapped

Persons Among Us. pntarici Conference of Catholic Bishops, 67

Bond Street, Suite 304, Toronto, Ontario, M5B 1X5, 1980.

Pastoral Statement of US. Catholic Bishops on Handicapped People.

November 16, 1978, United States Catholic Conference, 1312

Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Podlasek, Carol, CSJ. Gift. Winston Press, 430 Oak Grove,

Minneapolis, MN 55403.

Russo, Anthony. The God of the Deaf Adolescent. Paulist Press,

1975.

Special Education Selections, American Bible Society, P.O. Box

4835, Dept. NDE, Grand Central Station, NY 10017.
6
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Special to God, Spe ial to Us. 35mm. slide pi-6gram designed to
help members o a parish congregation understand how to

fcludg the de a lopmentally.disiged person in liturgy and parish
activities. Co act NAMRP, Trinity College, P.O. lox 4588,
Washington, .C. 20017.

Uhl, Cathe Geary. Religio Lesans for God's Special Ones.
Gospel Lesson fans. Paulist-Press, 545 Island Road, Ramsey,
N.J. 07446.

Vanier, fan. Eruption to Hope. Paulist Press, 1971.
_Be.Not fraid. PaulistPress, 1975.

Commu ity and Growth. Paulist Press, 1979.
"Rediscovering the Meaning of 'To Educate.,: "Mornentu

.May, 1981.

Welrerrreffiadette, OSF. Units on Natural Symbols; Water,
Rock, Seed, Fire, and Light; Units on Handa an How Jesus
Used His Hands; LeAson Plans Based on the Sun
GospelsSeptember through May. Write to Religiou Education
Center, 810 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud, MN 56301.

Wilke, Harold. Creating the Caring Congregation. Abingdon
Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 1980.

Wolfensbefger, Dr. Wolf. "Does Christiaiiity _inply a Policy on
IntegratiOn of Handicapped Children?" Speciat-EM4titni:
Newsletter, Vol. 1,. No. 2; November, 1979.

SOME ARCHDIOCESAN OFFIC1S WITI
CURRICULPIR MATERIALS AVAHABL

diocese of Birmingham'
Box 186
BirminOam, Alabama 35201

Archdiocesan Office
Education
155 East Superior Street
P.O. Box 1979
Chicago, II, 60690

Archdiocese of Cincinnati
100 E. Eighth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Archdiocese of Detroit
305 Michigan Avenue
Detroit, MI 48226

Archdiocese of Dubuque
1229 Mt. Loretto Avenue
P.O. Box 1s180
Dubuque, TA 52001

Archdiocese of Hartford
125 Market Street
Hartford, 0,.06103
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Diocese of Madison
Religious Educapion Center
142 W. Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53703

Diocese of San Diego
P.O. Box 11277
San Diego, CA 92111

Archdiocese of Santa Fe
Catholic Schools Office
4002 Silver Avenue, S.F.
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Archdiocese of Seattle
232 Warren Avenue, North
Seattle, WA 98109

Dioces'e of Syrcuse
240 E. Onondaga Street
Syracuse, NY 13202

Archdiocese of Minneapolis/St.
Paul
328 W. 6th Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102

Diocese of St. Augustine
Gulf Life Tower
Suite 1648
Jacksonville, FI32207

Diocese of St. Cloud
810 St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301-3594

Foha more complete listing of dioceses with curricular materials,

consult Catechesis for Persons with Disabilities: A Blueprint for

Action, by Brigid O'Donnell. United States Catholic Conference,

1312 Massachusetts Ave., N.W:, Washington, D.C. 20005.

ORGANIZATIONS
CL.

American sociation on Mental Deficiency (AAMD), Religion

Division. 520 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20015.

National Apostolate with Mentally Retarded Persons (NAMRP),

Trinity College, P.O. Box 4588, Washington, D.C. 20017.

National'Catholic Educational Association, Special Education

Department. 107730th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

National Catholic Office for the Deaf, 814 Thayer Avenue, Silver

Spring, MD 20901.

PERIODICAL'S ,
4",'

,
The Exceptional Parent, P.O. Box 101, hack Bay Annyx, Boston,

MA 20117

NAMRP Journal, Trinity College, P.O. B 4588, Washington,

D.C. 20017
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I r,

Special Education Newsletter, Special Educafion Department,
National Catholic Educational Association, 1077 30th Strut,
N.W., Washington, D,C. 20007. Available through imembership
in NCEA.

Helene Mc ald is a member of the Mission Helpers of the
Sacred Heart: S is Supervisor of the Physically and Mentally
Impaired in the Religious Education Office of- the Archdiocese of

,Detroit.
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Christian community, by its vet), definition, .implies inclusion,

earing,f, support, andnon-segregation. The context of our Church

lifeour parish lifeiS the obvious natural setting within .:.

which to witkesstpie Christian community,i:e., caring and :4d

support for all`-regardless of abilitieS,.race, Or socioeconomic 1

status..Historically;lwe as Church have makstrides in terms of

iNegrating racial minaritieS; however, we:have Of nade much

progress in the effort.ta\include disabled per 11 facets of.

our Church's life. WE as Church cannot continue either. to.%

ignore or to egregdte disaldrd persons.
I

excerpted from chapter one, Suzanne.E.-Hall, SNthieN

,it.
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